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About the Survey
The questions and answers you are about to read came from our women
survey at http://www.redhotsextips.com. We used in this document the most
complete and best quality responses that we received from our survey. We
also took the ones the were the most representative of all the responses that
we received.
Most men will never have the chance to ask over 100 women what they
want in a lover or what they like in bed and get a true uninhibited answer
from them.
We believe this is a rare opportunity to look into a women's mind and see
her true feelings and desires about sex and what makes a man a great lover.
While all women are different in there needs there are some common desires
and themes that can be gathered from this survey. With this insight you can
become more of what your woman desires and truly become a great lover.
This survey was completely anonymous and the participants were ask to
make up a alias (fake name) for the survey. Therefore they felt that the could
divulge there most intimate secrets and desires with us so that we can help
you become better lover. We would like to give much thanks to all of the
very open and sharing women for there contribution that made up this
survey and this document.
About the questionnaire
The following is the exact text of the questionnaire and the questions we
asked:
Anonymous Sexual Questionnaire (For Women Only)
( This questionnaire is completely anonymous. We have no way to
match this questionnaire with you in anyway.)
You Must Fill In All Questions for the form to process! At the minimum
enter (no comment)
Please enter an alias ( Fake Name) or initials
Please give us your age:

Question #1 - Question #1 - What makes a man a great lover?
Question #2 - Does penis size matter? (Be 100% Honest and tell us why
it does or does not?)
Question #3 - What is the perfect penis size? ( Length & Thickness if
you wrapped a tape measure around it.)
Question #4 - Which matters to you most, Size or Sexual Technique? (
Please explain why?)
Question #5 - Describe in detail your most memorable, favorite,
pleasurable, intense or erotic sexual experience you have ever had? And
what made it so?
Question #6 - Describe your favorite sexual technique, that when done
to you absolutely drives you wild in bed?
Question #7 - Describe your favorite sexual technique, that when done
to you absolutely drives you wild in bed when applied to:
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:
Applied to Intercourse:
Question #8 - What is your favorite sexual position?
Question #9 - Do you enjoy Anal Sex?
Question #10 -Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?
Question #11 - What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy? (fingering,
intercourse, oral, etc....)
Question #12 - What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex? (Describe
in detail)

Question #13 - What advice would you give men that want to try anal
intercourse with their partners?
Question #14 - Describe your favorite sexual technique, that when done
to you absolutely drives you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?
Question #15 - Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm? If so, please
describe in detail the experience and how it differs from your normal
orgasms?
Question #16 - Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation? If so
describe the experience and how
you are able to have them?
Question #17 - Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy? Please
describe in detail?

Ladies we would like to thank you for your time and effort in
participating in our questionnaire and helping
us to educate men & women all over the world and to help bring more
pleasure and enjoyment to their
lives.... We truly thank you.......
By submitting this anonymous questionnaire you agree that the contents
of this questionnaire are
becomes the property of Greatlovers.com /Greatlovers Publishing for
use in/on their web sites, e-mail,
newsletters, books and other products.
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The Survey Results
As you read through the results you will begin to see constants and themes
arise and you seem to read the same types of answers to the same questions
over and over again. This is good because then you will be able to Identify
what women in general want as opposed one woman's individual desire
which may be what another absolutely detests or hates. As all women are
different in their individual desires, many of them share the same desires
enough for this information to be extremely useful for us as men.
The survey is uncensored and has only be run through MS-Words spell
checker with the grammar correction turned of as we wanted to the leave the
answers as raw and untouched as possible, while still being readable. You
will also notice that the font size is smaller than this text. This is to save
space in the document for smaller file size and quicker download as there are
over 100 pages of survey results. If you are viewing this document in adobe
acrobat which is it's preferred format, click the zoom key to make the text
larger if you need to.
At the end of the section below is our summary of the result in the form of a
questionnaire filled in with our commentary on what we found to be the
most common themes and information as well as how this information can
be used by you to become a better lover………. So grab a drink, a snack
and sit back and relax as you read and learn women really want in bed in
there own words and keep both hands on the keyboard ;)

Survey Results
Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
sexkitten () on Sunday, October 10, 1999 at 17:09:38
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 19
What makes a man a great lover?: he knows how to rev my engine! he can get me
all worked up with one lick! he fulfills my desires, and let's me fulfill his
Does penis size matter?: penis size does not matter...it's the motion of the
ocean, not the size of the wave...
What is the perfect penis size?: 7 inches long, 2.5 wide
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique most
definitely. I do not want a man with a huge penis, but doesn't know how to use
it!
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: my boyfriend fulfilled
one of my ultimate fantasies, while I fulfilled on of his. I put on my catholic
school girl skirt, with a whipped creme bikini top, and he wore chaps and a
cowboy hat. we did it all night long. he tied me up with his lasso, and spanked
me because I was a bad girl...and that good school girls shouldn't be bad...we
had sex for hours, and then we took a break, 69ed for a little while to relax and
take a break, and then had more and more sex!! it was so great!!

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I love it when he puts my legs up in the air, and thrusts very
deeply inside of me. sometimes, when he stimulates me with his fingers and
thrusts at the same time! oh my god, that drives me wild!!! I always have
multiples!
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: it's called the flame! he licks me like a
flickering candle flame! or when he just thrusts his tongue in and out!
Applied to Intercourse:: see question number 6
What is your favorite sexual position?: from behind, or missionary with my legs
up in the air, or resting on his shoulders! that drives me crazy with ecstasy
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: no comment
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: no comment
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: no comment

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: no comment
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: it is magnificent. it is better than
everything I've felt before...he rubs it when he thrusts deeply, and it makes my
body quiver with delight
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no comment
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I want to be taken. I want to
be a southern belle in a old fashioned hoop skirt, and a corset hugging me, so
tight. and my man, he would be wearing the uniform of a confederate solider, or
maybe an old fashioned suit and tie...he would take me over his knee, and spank
me, and then he would do with me as he liked
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
ginger () on Sunday, October 10, 1999 at 19:12:46
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 21
What makes a man a great lover?: A man is a great lover if he responds well to
the woman. Even if he needs to be told or shown how to please his woman he gets
it right.
Does penis size matter?: Yes, if a man has a small penis and you can't hardly
feel him inside you there is not much pleasure to be had.
What is the perfect penis size?: 6.5 in long
3.5 in around
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Definitely technique. If a
man has a large penis and has no technique there is no pleasure.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: I would have to say
the most intense sexual experience would have to be when my husband and I were
just dating. At the time I was living with my parents and they had a hot tub in
the basement. We wound up having sex in the hot tub with my parents right above
us watching TV. We could hear what was being said on the TV so we were wondering
what they were going to be able to hear.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: My favorite technique is when my legs are up and my husband
just grinds himself up and down.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: I love it when my husband sucks on my lips, the
ones between my legs.
Applied to Intercourse:: see above

What is your favorite sexual position?: I like being on my back, missionary. Then
I can have some control too, and I can move.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: I enjoy all aspects of anal sex, as long
as it isn't too often.
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I enjoy that I can reach orgasm in
a very short period of time.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Make sure that you have a very good lubricant, if she tells you to
stop because it hurts, DO IT, and make sure to take it very slow.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: There is no technique, just the anal sex
drives me wild.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I fantasize about having my
entire bed covered in rose petals, candle light only, soft music, and having my
lover carry me into the room. I would want him to kiss me all over my body, give
me oral sex until I reached orgasm, then slowly and passionately make love to me
for the entire night.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
shally () on Sunday, October 10, 1999 at 22:33:45
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 30
What makes a man a great lover?: when he have satisfation in his sex
Does penis size matter?: yes, because it go deeper and hit the womb
What is the perfect penis size?: 14"lenght fist size thickness
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique because it give
a new way every time and boring
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: having sex after long
time in a such a way that you want to inter inside him all time and you want to
do it over and over all day
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives

you wild in bed?: to star oral then in sitting then riding
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: suck it all
Applied to Intercourse:: drive me craze
What is your favorite sexual position?: laying down with open legs
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: fingering
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: not a normal place , dirty, hard
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: I don't know
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: sitting position
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no never, I don't heard about it
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: it means witting the pussy
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I did not understand your q
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
() on Sunday, October 10, 1999 at 23:13:25
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 23
What makes a man a great lover?: lots of soft caressing. touching of all skin,
not just erogenous zones. go slow, be patient.
Does penis size matter?: not at all. my last boyfriend was small, but he figured
out perfect angles and was amazing. my current boyfriend is well endowed and I
hardly ever orgasm with him
What is the perfect penis size?: 6 in , by 3/1/2
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Technique, same answer as
above
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: 3 men gently kissing,
licking, caressing my whole body, avoiding obvious zones as much as possible.
the teasing drove me crazy. after about 30 minutes of this I pounced on one guy,
but he took it slow, I wanted to fly away in to orgasm but he wouldn't let me get
there for a while. when I finally came it was an explosion.

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: licking around the clitoris while2 fingers inside vagina are
pulsing against front of vagina
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: same as above
Applied to Intercourse:: I find it very erotic to have my breasts covered in semen
What is your favorite sexual position?: on top or on my back with my legs over
his shoulders
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: constipated uncomfortable feeling
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: get a hooker
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I would like a huge orgy party,
60's style. no biases, hook up with who ever is near you.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
shelly () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 00:49:17
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 24
What makes a man a great lover?: sexually-If he wants to please you 1st before
pleasing himself, and if he takes his time and not just go for the pussy so
fast, hold you, caress you, foreplay.
emotionally-he takes time for you, gives you gifts just because, and does whatever
he has to make you happy.
Does penis size matter?: no, as long as he is confident and knows what to do
everything will be ok
What is the perfect penis size?: not too big and not too small
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique-it doesn't

matter what you got as long as you know how to use what you got
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: too many to pick just
one
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: when my husband goes down and he licks and sucks my vagina and
sticks his finger in my hole at the same time-especially when I'm about to come.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: above
Applied to Intercourse: when it is slowly granddad
What is your favorite sexual position?: toss up between, on the toilet, laying on
my side and laying on my stomach
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: maybe licking my butt hole but not
sticking it
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: it hurts and I don't want a big butt
hole
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: be very very gentle, and start with a little at a time
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: not sure
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: what??? don't all women!!!
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: not
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
sexybitch469 () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 01:03:51
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 20
What makes a man a great lover?: To me a good lover is a man that is willing to
take his time and realize that sex is more than cumming. When a man kisses you
everywhere, and touches you slowly and softly. When a man is sensitive to what
you're feeling.
Does penis size matter?: For me it doesn't matter. The man that I'm with now is
small and there are times that I wished that he was bigger, but when he's inside

of me and he can hit my G-spot with every thrust, it doesn't matter and now I
couldn't picture him another way.
What is the perfect penis size?: lenght;5-6
thickness;2-3
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual technique. When a
man really knows what he's doing size doesn't matter.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: My most memorable was
a year ago, me and my man had never said I love you before after a year of being
together. But the day before I was to leave N.Y. to go away to college in S.C. while
have sex that really wasn't that different from any other time he said it. Then
I said it, and for the first time I meant it, While I never said to him I had said
it to others and didn't mean it, this time it was real.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: When a man sucks on my clit and plays with it with his tongue.
Or when he puts 1 finger in me hitting my G-spot, another in my ass, and 1
playing with my clit.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: I love it when he puts his tonnage inside of me
and I fuck his face.
Applied to Intercourse:: I love it when I'm on top and he rubs my back.
What is your favorite sexual position?: Doggie-style
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Everything
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I love being rimed. To feel his
tongue going around my asshole and then he puts in me.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Be very slow and sensitive, caring and extremely gentle.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: When I'm being fucked in the ass from
behind and then he fingers my clit.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: Mine is to just being made love
to for hours on end until the two of us just can't take it anymore.
Submit: Submit Query
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Apryl () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 07:05:19
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Yes, but it's harder to control than a normal
orgasm.
What is your favorite sexual position?: Man on top with one of his legs between
mine, it rubs the
clitoris just right.
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Fingering
Please give us your age: 19
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Definitely sexual technique,
because even if he's not very large
there are many other things he can do to satisfy you even more than
if he was well endowed.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: My fantasy is to be in public.
Or anywhere there are people
watching and enjoying sex with their partner around us. Like
the scene in Eyes Wide Shut, couples watching each other that
is such a turn on for me to feel like I'm in a movie, like I'm
on display.

Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
Applied to Intercourse:: ????everything?????
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Mutual Masturbation.....definite turn on!!!!
Does penis size matter?: I think it does because if it's significantly smaller
than a
previous lover you may compare sizes or it may not "fill you"
as much as you would like and not provide as much stimulation.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: When he pushes on my anus but doesn't
enter, while we're having
intercourse
What is the perfect penis size?: I think about 7" long and an inch to an inch and
a half in girth.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: My boyfriend and I
went away for the weekend and made love in
the hotel. This was the first time we enjoyed mutual masturbation.

To watch him masturbate turned me on so much I wanted to cum
right then. But we held off. We gave each other massages,
and tried many different positions. Everytime one of us felt
like we were ready to climax we would stop. And by the time
we were ready to finish, the orgasm was the strongest I had
ever felt. Incredible.
Submit: Submit Query
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: USE LUBRICANT!!!
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: During anal intercourse I feel as
if I have to go to the bathroom and
you have to use a lot of lubricant
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: When I play w/myself and he licks....definite
multiple orgasm.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: No
What makes a man a great lover?: When he cares what you're feeling. He's more
worried about pleasuring you than himself. He's not selfish.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
jd () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 07:24:05
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 60
What makes a man a great lover?: showing his interestin me as a person
Does penis size matter?: within reason, it doesn't matter. I like to feel
"filled"
in order to be fulfilled
What is the perfect penis size?: no idea. see above
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: the latter, surely, but I
never think too much about it
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: after I got married,
after about a week it happened. it was wonderful!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: missionary position, and very slow and long-lasting
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: see above
Applied to Intercourse:: see above
What is your favorite sexual position?: see above

Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: I'm not really in to all that. I do
enjoy being fingered, but I think it's because of feeling comfortable and
uninhibited
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: some pain and disgust because of
association with bowel movements
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: be aware that you are dealing with another human being who is
basically much like you
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: see above
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: I am really not sure
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: how do you tell a blind man what
the color blue looks like?
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: my fantasies are very romantic,
dealing with the courting preceding sex
+
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
ana () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 08:27:27
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 20
What makes a man a great lover?: knowing the right ways to make you come doing
every thing
at the right time and really wanting too
Does penis size matter?: I think it does because if you can't feel it then what's
the point you just lay there idle.
What is the perfect penis size?: 6'2
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique because
sometime even when you have a big
one you can't feel it you just go numb
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: the time I and my
boyfriend had sex on top of the car
it was so because we could have got caught if one of the
cars that passed by stopped

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: when my boyfriend does oral sex on me and talk to me
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: when he teases my clit slow but intensely
Applied to Intercourse:: when I'm propped up or when Riding on top and it goes
extremely deep.
What is your favorite sexual position?: when I'm on top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none at all........
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: the part about it being in your
butt
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: be passionate and fun make them feel wanted and important
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: I don't have anal sex.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?:
I don't know.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: yes and when I'm deep thrusted is
when it happens.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: walking naked up to my boyfriend
and getting on top of him kissing him deep and sucking his neck and striping him
down
and riding him till I just cum.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Avenrei () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 08:30:35
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 27
What makes a man a great lover?: His ability to be gentle and learn what a woman
likes from her responses and not solely from his previous experiences.
Does penis size matter?: There's an advantage both ways. If it's typical or small
there won't be the fear from the woman that it will hurt her. But if it's larger
than normal then you have to help her get past the fear but at the same time she
will be impressed and find it more sexy just because in our society bigger is
better. She knows that's not necessarily true, but it's like with breasts, bigger
is considered better.

What is the perfect penis size?: I would say 8 inches long and 3 inches wide
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Technique of course, that's
what gives you the orgasm, no one gets a good sexual experience from a big dick
but from good hands and tongue.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: When my man was biting
my shoulder and had his fingers circling around my clit and vagina, because it's
like the two sensations met in the middle of my body and made me so wet he lifted
me up by the butt and licked out the wet before it could drip anywhere. It was so
cool because he was so enthusiastic about the oral and basically satisfying
himself with my body; it was very satisfactory for me seeing him so involved
getting something from what he was doing to me that it was better than if he was
actively just trying to turn me on.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: barely touching the tongue to the clit hood and just breathing
on it or going all around softly while scrapping my stomach with his nails
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: having the man tell me how it's making him feel
while I'm licking his penis, it turns me on more to give a man oral who really
knows how to enjoy it than when it is done to me.
Applied to Intercourse:: when he lets me direct him inside of myself because I
know best how to get him in giving him pleasure without hurting me.
What is your favorite sexual position?: woman on top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Oral would be first fingering would be
second. Oral Anal is ten times better than sex because you feel the soft tongue
going in and shaping to the contours of your anus and the wet feeling is very
pleasurable. Fingering just feels great, I don't know how to explain why but it
knocks all the wind out of you and just about gives you an orgasm right there.
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: enjoy definitely, you can feel
everything more intensely than in your vagina.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: make sure there is PLENTY of lubrication, or you can tear the tissue
of the rectum. Also take your time before penetration. First oral then fingering
then sex. Bring it up to her as something like "try everything at least once and
if you don't like it you don't have to do it again" then make it like a type of
opening up to her type of subject and she won't turn you down.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: rubbing up and down my torso while he is
going in from behind doggie style.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no, sorry.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no, sorry

Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: To be fondled and basically
physically explored while I was sleeping. The person doing it has to be very
careful not to wake me up, so very slowly taking off the blankets, pull up the
clothing; or down as the case may be and just exploring all parts of me as if
they had never seen a woman's body.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
AH () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 09:07:52
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 22
What makes a man a great lover?: When you can tell that he is totally devoted to
you and
only you. Plus only "knowing" each other- my husband
and I are the only partners that either of us have had!
We do not know anything but each other and we continually
strive to pleasure each other more and MORE!
Does penis size matter?: I cannot say it does. There are plenty of toys out
there
to reach whatever "excitement" you want, but it is him
(your lover) who fulfills you in every way! For me, sex
is so much more than a physical activity. When you truly
Love your partner, sex is much more satisfying mentally!
Don't get me wrong, there is nothing greater than an
orgasm, but it feels even deeper when you really know who
you are getting it from!!!
What is the perfect penis size?: 5in x 5in
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Definitely Technique!
Technique can reach every nook of
your vagina for the utmost sensations! Size can actually
take away if all you have is a large (or small) cock not
doing anything but a in and out motion...
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: I was at dinner with
my husband. He knew I was not wearing
panties and kept running his foot to my vagina. I almost
reached an orgasm there at dinner. Afterwards, both of us
so horny, we went to one of those automatic car washes and
had sex! Luckily no one ever pulled up behind us- either
way I would have never noticed. It was GREAT!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: The 69 positioned: although I become to involved in
enjoying the pleasure that I become distracted from him,
but still I Love to feel his penis and balls on my face!

Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: My husband knows exactly how to "enlighten" my
clitoris,
but there is one thing that I love (sometimes)... While
he is performing oral sex, he takes one hand and caresses
my breasts while the other hand massages and sometimes
enters my anus. 3 Sensations at once!!!!
Applied to Intercourse:: We purchase a "Pleasure swing". Not much else can be
said
except for ... "OOOOOOOHHHHHHHHH YESSSSSSSS!"
What is your favorite sexual position?: Doggie style
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: fingering, sometimes the penis is just
way too much.
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I have to be into it, but sometimes
anal is not at all
what I want.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Gently massage my anal area--- I'll let you know if you
can and I want you to go further. DO NOT ASSUME!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: ????? As far as anal we tried anal
beads, which done at
the right moment is exhilarating!
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: I REALLY enjoy G-spot stimulation but have
never orgasm
from it.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: No. At times I feel as if I am
going to pee, and have
read articles saying that feeling could be "female
ejaculation"; however I am to self conscious and afraid
of peeing on my partner.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: Driving down the road in a red
convertible with the top
down. It would be a warm sunny day and my husband and I
would pull over on a secluded road and fuck leaning against
rock and then it would start to rain and we'd continue!
(I like to keep ALL the details to myself- It's MY fantasy)

Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

Babydoll () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 09:21:48
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 18
What makes a man a great lover?: That he will be able to last all night. Don't
have to worry
if he can't come. The man is able to talk to you in a very
seductive manner. His four play is the best and you know that
the man can last a night long.
Does penis size matter?: Yes, because I personally don't want a man that has
little
penis and can do anything for me.
What is the perfect penis size?: The perfect size would have to 5 to 7 inches
long. A width
of at least 5.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual technique comes first
and then the size
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: The most memorable is
when he took his time going through
four play and worked his way on up into me.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: It has to be when I'm riding the man. It's the best way to
do and there is no better way.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: When he did me from the back .
Applied to Intercourse:: When I rode him.
What is your favorite sexual position?: On top of the man and then doing it
doggy style.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: It has to fingering me in order to get me
all hot.
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: The part that I dislike about is
that it can get the hurting.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: That they should always ask to find out if the woman is into
anal intercourse before they try to do it.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: Doesn't Apply

Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: That I just had to wiggle like it ain't
nothing. It was the
best thing that every happen to me.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: Yes. The way it comes if the guy
is just kissing me all on my neck
and he is working his way on down my stomach.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: That the guy just blindfold me
and whisk me off to a
deserted island and we just make love forever and ever.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Lloren () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 10:01:15
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 46
What makes a man a great lover?: Trying new experiences. Showing him how you
liked to be touched. Having him totally engulf your body. Starting slow and
touching all the erogenous zones.
Does penis size matter?: yes...If only for psychological reasons.
What is the perfect penis size?: 9*1.5
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Technique.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: In the home of a
friend, during a week end visit I had an orgasm that was like a spiritual
experience. Away from stress of work and children it was relaxed, new, and
explosive. Now I have multiple orgasms that are wonderful but I have never had an
experience like that again. It was 8 years ago but I remember that often. Having
your lover look at you during love making deepens the experience.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Three fingers inside touching the G-spot and outside
simultaneously bringing you to orgasm and than touching you deep inside during
the orgasm.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: Getting wet and hot before being touched.
Applied to Intercourse:: I have not had an orgasm during intercourse but plan to.
What is your favorite sexual position?: I haven't found it yet.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Not interested.

What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: NA
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Not interested in anal sex
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: Not interested in anal sex
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Yes. The orgasm is much more fulfilling and
deep.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: Yes. It just happens during an
intense situation.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: Having my husband find an
erotic, hot video,(not porn) and acting out what we have seen. Something new,
never thought of or tried. Video must be descriptive but in good taste, very
explicit.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
suzy () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 10:54:24
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 19
What makes a man a great lover?: A man is a great lover when he can read and
respond to a women's wants and needs in bed. He will have no inhibitions and be
willing to do anything to please her.
Does penis size matter?: No, size doesn't matter. It's how well his technique is.
What is the perfect penis size?: No comment.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual technique matters
more. If he can make a woman feel sexy and wanted, his penis size shouldn't
matter.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: My mate and I were
alone for the night and decided to take full advantage of the fireplace. We laid
out a blanket and cuddled for hours. Afterwards, I picked out the best rose I
could find out of the vase on the table. I traced his body with it and kissed him
all over. He in turn did the same to me. We made love next to the roaring fire.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: no comment
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: licking
Applied to Intercourse:: slow entry and quick thrusts

What is your favorite sexual position?: missionary, eye to eye
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: no comment
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: painful, uncomfortable
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: be sure to have a lot of lubrication
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: no comment
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: no comment
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
christy () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 11:45:53
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 19
What makes a man a great lover?: lots of foreplay. Sex is great rough and lots of
kissing
Does penis size matter?: yes. If it's to small they usually give out more quickly
What is the perfect penis size?: 9in length 4 to 5 thickness
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: The greatest position
is the guy eating me out. I love the feel of his tongue on every part of my pussy
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: again pure pussy licking
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: oh wonderful. I get so wet and juicy just thinking
of a guys head down there. I love the older guys.50 year olds do it wonderfully
Applied to Intercourse:: Doggy style because there pounding you and feeling you at
the same time. Feeling your self also makes it wonderful
What is your favorite sexual position?: doggy style

Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: oral is very stimulating
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: the whole thing except the licking
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: no thanks
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: fingering my cunt or he can do it but I
love to lick it after words
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: oh yes my body was so drained I shook so hard
the best thing in the world
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: n/a
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: My fantasy is to get a guy
whose about 45 to 50 and meet him at the bar. It's really packed and I sit on him
and were doing it in the middle of the room then we move over to a table and I
give him head. Then it's his turn and he's eating me out. I'm moaning and guys are
watching all over the place. I take up a few more offers and then head home full
of cum................
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
S.N.W. () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 12:49:08
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 19
What makes a man a great lover?: The one possession I feel makes a man a great
lover is his interest in making you feel good. If he doesn't ask what you want
him to do or how he can make you feel better, then it is not worth it.
Does penis size matter?: In some ways yes. If he does not have an average size
penis, he can always stimulate her orally. If he does have an average size penis
and he knows how to work it, he should be ok.
What is the perfect penis size?: 8 inches long...3 inches wide
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual Technique. If he
doesn't stimulate my mind first, then he can't do much for my body.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: N.A.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Oral Sex

Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: when he sucks my clit
Applied to Intercourse:: Hitting it from the back
What is your favorite sexual position?: Missionary and giving him great head
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: fingering and intercourse
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: The only thing I dislike about anal
sex is the first penetration hurts like hell.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: take it slow with your fingers first. Then slowly work yourself in,
leaving the head in for a while. Tell her to relax
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: N.A.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: N.A.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: N.A.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: N.A.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
abc () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 13:27:46
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 28
What makes a man a great lover?: smell, taste, moves and mind
Does penis size matter?: yes
What is the perfect penis size?: 6/7in. diameter of 1in
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: cunnilingus, a little
rough and cuddly...
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: cunnilingus, biting, slapping...
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: lip contact, grabbing legs
Applied to Intercourse:: slow, kiss, whisper

What is your favorite sexual position?: side
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: sick and disgusting
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: die
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: na
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: masturbation
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: a girl
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Giggles () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 14:19:59
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 18
What makes a man a great lover?: Some one who can give me an orgasm.
Does penis size matter?: My man has a pretty big penis and well I don't think I
would really want it any bigger.
What is the perfect penis size?: About 6 to 7 inches long and about 5 1/2 to 6
inches wide.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual technique because its
how he moves and the things he does that really turn me on and make me feel good.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: no comment
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Oral sex
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: I can have an orgasm really easy when he does
oral sex on me
Applied to Intercourse:: I don't have a good way because I can never have an
orgasm

What is your favorite sexual position?: no comment
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: I don't do any anal activities
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: Sounds really gross and it probably
hurts
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: no comment
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: I don't have anal sex
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: don't know what it is
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no I haven't
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I want to have oral sex done on
me for a long time and I would like to have long hot sex and at the end have an
orgasm for a change
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
misshell () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 15:41:46
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 33
What makes a man a great lover?: It takes good hands to make a great lover.
Does penis size matter?: maybe the longer the better, because if you cant feel it
hit bottom, you really cant get real satisfaction
What is the perfect penis size?: about 9inches long and about 5inches in width
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Size, you can always teach a
new technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: I had a very
pleasurable and intense and erotic experience the other night on the computer
with my ex lover, who I have found on the internet after 13 years. We had cyber
sex and he was talking to me about s & m. He was being the dominant one and
tying me up and biting my nipples and nibbling on my clit and he really had me
going even though he is 300 miles away from me. We were very young and
inexperienced when we were last together. Now he is a very experienced man and I
cant wait to meet him again in person.

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: For a man to play suck and nibble on my nipples drives me
absolutely wild.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: While a man is eating me out I enjoy him to
finger my asshole.
Applied to Intercourse:: Grabbing my ass and squeezing it and slapping it
lightly.
What is your favorite sexual position?: Definitely, me on top of the guy. I can
have multiple orgasms that way.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: fingering at first to loosen me up, then
intercourse.
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: The mess and the smell
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Lots of foreplay and some lubrication and take it easy at first then
just push it in and keep going and don't stop because it does feel good after the
first few pumps.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: Me on top and backwards with my back to
him.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no, never heard of it
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: To be raped by my ex lover, for
him to sneak into my room at night and tie me up and blindfold me and rip my
clothes off and force me to have anal sex.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
kristy morris () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 15:58:45
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 18
What makes a man a great lover?: his penis that is hard and how he works his body
and pleasures me.
Does penis size matter?: yes it matters because it want be comfortable if its not
the right size.
What is the perfect penis size?: about 7 or 8 inches and a little bit smaller than

a piece of sausage.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique because
that how you make a girl get into it.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: when me and my
boyfriend done it doggie style and he cummed all over my back .
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: when he eats me out with strawberries and creme
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: eating out and sucking his dick till he cums
Applied to Intercourse:: hard dick slides in so smooth
What is your favorite sexual position?: 69
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: never did it but wants to try
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: haven't tried it
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: haven't did it
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: haven't did it
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: yes it drives me wild and all of it flows out
into his mouth like a river
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: yes it like you get this big rush
and it all cumss out
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: in a hot tub
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
sis () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 16:37:05
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 32
What makes a man a great lover?: knowing exactly how to make a women have an
awesome orgasm
and trying different sexual positions.
Does penis size matter?: not really as long as a man knows how to use it just
right.

What is the perfect penis size?: I really don't know
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual technique because as
long as he knows how to use
it and pleases you, you will be fulfilled.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: having sex outdoors in
a field, because you didn't know
if someone was gonna come up on you and catch you in the
act.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: when a man makes me have a wild orgasm, one where I cant
control myself and I go for hours.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: when a man licks and sucks my clit it drives me
wild.
Applied to Intercourse:: when he rubs his penis hard against my clit.
What is your favorite sexual position?: the man standing and I am on my back with
my feet in the
air.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: I love it all
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I really enjoy it
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: I enjoy it because it makes me cum and it also hurts
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: anything
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no I really don't know what it is
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: to have two or more men at one
time
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
PussyGood () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 16:59:34
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Please give us your age: 29
What makes a man a great lover?: Man who know how to use what he has no matter
what size the penis. Even if that mean using his tongue to please his lover.
Does penis size matter?: Sometime, if a man does not know what he is doing with
an average size penis.
What is the perfect penis size?: 8 inches and 4 in thickness
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual technique if he is
good in what he does, if not then size.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: When a man made me
into a banana spilt with all the toppings and ate them all up including me.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: When a man knows how to lick me deep in my pussy.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: I like 69 the best, so we both have pleasure.
Applied to Intercourse:: From the back either hole
What is your favorite sexual position?: On top so I am in control.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Intercourse or oral
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: Nothing
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Take you time and if your partners feels and discomfort then stop.
Respect you partner wish and not you pleasure.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: When he eats my pussy and fingers
me(anal).
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Yes, the best feeling in the world.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: Words can not explain the
pleasure.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: Have more than one man at a
time to fill my desires.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Ram () on Monday, October 11, 1999 at 20:19:02

--------------------------------------------------------------------------Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Yes. It's more internal, close to home so to
speak. Comes a lot quicker than clitoral stimulation and is more intense.
EXTREMELY INTENSE!! PLEASURABLE, 100%
What is your favorite sexual position?: My favorite position is with me on my
back, with one leg in between my partner's legs and the other going over his
buttocks, with my partner laying on his side, facing me (obviously otherwise it
couldn't work!), with his head and body to the right of me. HITS THE G-SPOT
EVERYTIME!!
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Anal intercourse. Finger up the ass
during vaginal intercourse and oral sex.
Please give us your age: 19
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual technique, because
without it, sex is boring frustrating and basically not worth it.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: Having group sex, mainly a
threesome with two guys penetrating me.

Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
Applied to Intercourse:: My partner fingering me during sex, and having a strong
grip on both my breasts as I climax.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Technique? Being fingered by my partner whilst having
intercourse, and especially being surprisingly fingered whilst I'm asleep in the
middle of the night, that gets revved up instantly!!
Does penis size matter?: I think not. I personally feel that there is the right
size for each individual. If it's too long it hurts, if it's too short-well
actually this brings me to my next point, it's all in the way he uses it!
A: Size doesn't matter it's the way he uses it that does!!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: Technique? Slow, gentle entry, followed
by slow & gentle thrust 'til warmed up for strong, hard thrashing.
Position: Me on my stomach with partner laying on top of me (stretched out)
holding my hands.
What is the perfect penis size?: N/A. No such thing. The way he uses it...
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: I was on a bush trek,
only thirteen, and the guy I was hooked up with was merely rubbing (gently,
sensually) the back of my thighs (I was laying on my side) and he had his hand

down my shirt gently touching, massaging and grabbing my breasts (I was wearing a
bra). All this gave me an orgasm, it was the first time a guy had ever given me
an orgasm and the weirdest thing is I could never have one doing the same things
again, my partner has to do more than that to get me going.
Submit: Submit Query
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Be very slow and gentle and always use heaps of lubricant. Expect to
get shit on your dick - hey, it happens!! And it's best to let her lower herself
on your penis (at the least, for the first time) so she can cope with it. Don't
thrust hard till she is ready to or wants you to. There is a lot of getting used
to for most women when it comes to anal intercourse, be patient and remember practice makes perfect! OH, AND DON'T JUST EXPECT YOUR PARTNER TO WANT TO DO THIS
OR EVEN LIKE IT IF DONE.
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: Enjoy: the cold sweat and loss of
breath.
Dislike: when I'm not ready, trying to go to the toilet afterwards, when it hurts
when I really want to continue doing it but can't because it hurts so bad.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: Gentle, but strong & slow licking progressing to
a full-on head shaking from side to side (sucking inclusive) as I come.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: Yes, it's just like a gentle gush
from your vagina. How, who knows!?
What makes a man a great lover?: The ability to fully appreciate his partners
body. This is shown by touching her sensually, telling her she's beautiful (and
really meaning it), letting her know which parts of her body he really likes, and
constant gentle fondling of these parts.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
sp () on Tuesday, October 12, 1999 at 07:27:10
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 36
What makes a man a great lover?: One who cares to ask what pleases a women.
Does penis size matter?: Most definitely.

What is the perfect penis size?: At least 9" by 5"
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: Candles in the room,
On the floor in front of a roaring fire. And most important NO KIDS for the whole
night.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Vibrators used by partner together with nipple being sucked

Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: Tongue in G-spot

Applied to Intercourse:: Woman on top, man rubbing breasts
What is your favorite sexual position?: woman on top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: uncomfortable
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: try it slowly, don't try to force it. Bring up the subject in a loving
way, rather than "I MUST HAVE IT NOW"
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: not sure
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: not sure
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: Sex all night long on a white
secluded beach.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
sunshine () on Tuesday, October 12, 1999 at 09:30:04
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 37
What makes a man a great lover?: A great lover is not just a man who is ready to
give a woman ultimate satisfaction in order for him to be completely satisfied.
But a man who is a friend and a good listener.
Does penis size matter?: No, As long as a man knows what to do with it
What is the perfect penis size?: It does not matter
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual technique - because a
larger size man does not necessary know what to do and may not even last very
long. From experience a man who knows what a women wants and needs is more
important then size
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: The most recent
started out where we had a glass of champagne and I started to give him a blowjob

and then he placed in cock in the glass a covered it with champagne and I
continued to give him a blow job. After a while he poured champagne in my pussy
and drank it up. I proceed to climb on top an ride him hard in my both my pussy
and my ass. After a while he got some toys and proceeded to help me masturbate
for him with the toys and empty champagne bottle. We made love on the kitchen
table and the ended the evening in bed with me riding him hard in my ass and he
nearly pushed to the ceiling when he had his orgasm. I had at least six that
night.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: It is a tie between anal sex or some who plays with my tits.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: I do not really enjoy oral sex on me. I prefer
to give
Applied to Intercourse:: From behind either in the pussy or in the ass. Fast and
hard
What is your favorite sexual position?: When I am on top and his cock is in my
ass.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Intercourse and fingering
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I enjoy the way everything fits so
tight.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: To be well lubricated. And to start off with sex from behind in the
pussy. Then take the cock out a few times and just rub between the checks to get
her ready
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: When I am on top and facing the same
direction
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: The orgasm is much more intense and much
wetter.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: No
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: To be outside on the beach
during the summer and to make mad passionate love while under the stars and full
moon. We would start with me giving him a blow job, then him placing his cock
between my tits and pushing them tightly together. We would then have
intercourse doggie style and then have me climb on top and get in the ass and
then finish with us both having an orgasm together and his final thrust sending
me to the stars.
Submit: Submit Query
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Ivanna Humpalot () on Tuesday, October 12, 1999 at 14:10:17
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 26
What makes a man a great lover?: One who doesn't think a women is a delicate
person. We like to be taken hard on. I like it hard and to last all night long.
Anyone who can last as long a I can is a real lover.
Does penis size matter?: I do not think penis size matters as long as the man can
perform well. If it is small and he can still please the woman then he is just
as good as the large penised man.
What is the perfect penis size?: The perfect penis would be very thick, long, and
hard all the time. I think it is so sexy when a man has a hard one, I just wanna
jump all over him and squeeze it.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual technique is
defiantly the more important, because if he can't please me he is not worth it
no matter what the size.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: The best sex I have
ever had was on my honeymoon. My husband and I were in the outdoor pool and went
at it. Just plain in the open is what I like. Not planned or anything. People
even came in and we did not mind. I like the spur of the moment.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I love it when my husband puts his legs over my head and his
head down by my vagina. You can guess what we do in that position.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: EVERYTHING!!!
Applied to Intercourse:: EVERYTHING!!
What is your favorite sexual position?: 69
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: FINGERING DRIVES ME WILD
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I LOVE IT ALL
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: GIVE IT TO US HARD NOT LIGHT
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: I LOVE IT ALL
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: NO
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: NO

Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I WANT TO DO IT IN AN AIRPLANE
BATHROOM!!!!
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
mc () on Tuesday, October 12, 1999 at 14:26:57
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 35
What makes a man a great lover?: When you know he cares about your life and your
feelings. When you can tell that making him feel good and him making you feel
good are what matters. When you can forget about everything else and just feel
the moment.
Does penis size matter?: No, it is truly how you use it and other things that
matters
What is the perfect penis size?: 6 inches or more long, three or four inches
around
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique, because if
they know how to make a women feel good size doesn't matter
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: That one is hard there
have been many. I love making love outdoors, I guess it was when we went to the
river for the afternoon and went for a little walk. He bent me over a log and
fucked me real hard and I got kind of loud and I know the other couple that was
there could see and hear us. I guess it's making love outside when we know others
can watch us
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: When he ties me up real tight and lick and sucks my clit real
hard and fast for what seems like forever that drives me totally wild
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: same as above
Applied to Intercourse:: when he props me up on pillows and takes me from behind
he really hits my g spot and then finishing up anally is a total turn on
What is your favorite sexual position?: doggy style or me on top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: oral kind of grosses me out but it does
feel good I like to start with fingering and then go for the gusto
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I love it when I'm totally turned
on and he sticks it to me I just love the way it feels it's like having two
orgasms at the same time

What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Take it slow, make sure she relaxed and totally juicy. start with your
finger and if all goes well!!!!!!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: When he fucks me real hard and fast
while massaging my clit
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: I would much prefer a g spot orgasm it's
hard to describe but it's better than anything I can think of, even chocolate
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: The best way I've done it is
laying back in the shower with a handheld shower head turned on pretty high I
hold it on my clit and it's hard to keep it there through thee orgasm but if I
have a toy or vegetable or something to fuck myself with I can have an orgasm
that brings me to tears. Never had a man do that to me wish!!!!!
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: It would have to be outdoors. I
would like to have a foursome, two men two women. I want them all to get me
real hot. I'm not into the gay stuff so I couldn't help her out but she could
lick me. I would like to be fingered and fondled and fucked in every crevice
of my body. I would like to be fucked in my pussy and my ass at the same time
and have my clit massaged during all this. I could even be tied up and gagged Or
swallow some cock but I'd love to be fucked in both holes at once
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
strawberry bitch () on Tuesday, October 12, 1999 at 15:35:08
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 29
What makes a man a great lover?: To know what I want, when I want It.
Does penis size matter?: As long as it's not to small or to skinny
What is the perfect penis size?: I don't know.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique
Because you can always work on the sexual techniques
The size cannot be improved
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: There's been to many
to decide on one.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: When I'm entered while I'm on my stomach laying flat.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: Fingers inside while receiving oral sex.
Applied to Intercourse:: When his hands are feeling me all over.

What is your favorite sexual position?: On my stomach, him on top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: Not comfortable, it's gross and
dirty
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: not to pressure, they will try when they want to and will let you know
if they don't or do like it.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: two men in bed with me
One licking me from the top while the other is entering me with his penis
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
shd () on Tuesday, October 12, 1999 at 19:23:24
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 44
What makes a man a great lover?: his penis
Does penis size matter?: yes
What is the perfect penis size?: 8"
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: size sex doggie style
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: in a barn
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: oral sex
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: ice
Applied to Intercourse:: deep penetration
What is your favorite sexual position?: 69

Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: none
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: stop
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: sex with two other partners
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
mb () on Tuesday, October 12, 1999 at 20:43:05
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 18
What makes a man a great lover?: a man who makes you feel beautiful and knows
exactly how to turn you on
Does penis size matter?: no
What is the perfect penis size?: big enough to hurt but not so big that it makes
you cry
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: making love on the
beach under the stars with the man I love
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: no comment
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: no comment
Applied to Intercourse:: no comment
What is your favorite sexual position?: any style
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes

What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: if anything fingering
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: its uncomfortable...doesn't turn me
on
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: don't
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no I wish
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: no comment
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Candy Cane () on Tuesday, October 12, 1999 at 21:03:59
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 20
What makes a man a great lover?: Being a giving lover.
Does penis size matter?: Yes because my b/f has the biggest and best and he knows
how to work it.
What is the perfect penis size?: Who would actually do that??
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual Technique probably
because if you're turned on, you're turned on. If the penis is big, but you
aren't sexually awakened, so what??
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: The first time my
boyfriend ever made me try doing a 69. It was really great because it was so
intense. For both people. Give and take.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Oral sex
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: Just that
Applied to Intercourse:: Me on bottom
What is your favorite sexual position?: Missionary
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No

What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: nothing
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: don't
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: nothing
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: it makes you cry with intense pain (I'm
guessing) and have hemorrhoids for life
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: Yes, but I'm not sure how it
happens, it doesn't happen every single time.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: To be bossed around and made to
do things I wouldn't normally do.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Frisky () on Wednesday, October 13, 1999 at 00:10:41
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 22
What makes a man a great lover?: Really knowing how a woman works sexually.
Sometimes I like to be in control and sometimes I like him to be in control.
Sensitivity is a must. If a man can just explore a woman on his own he will
usually rock her world.
Does penis size matter?: No! I can be a plus but it does not always matter. I
had a guy with a long and skinny penis and he sure knew how to use it. I also
had a guy with a lot of girth but had now clue how to keep it in the right place.
Its a proven fact.
What is the perfect penis size?: For me, 5 1/2 to 6 1/2 inches long and 4 to 4
1/2 in girth
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: SEXUAL TECHNIQUE!!!!!!!! In
question #2 I explain this one. If he can move it right it always works.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: I have 3.
#1 Night hiking. We decided to screw on a big rock. We came prepared with two
blankets and a portable radio. It was sprinkling and warm outside. Nature is a
great place to have sex It was awesome.
#2 My man surprised me by putting rose peddles on the bed and he lit candles.
Romance is key.
#3 My boyfrend and I blindfolded each other during foreplay. WOWWEE was that
exciting!!!

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Having a man completely cover me with his body either from
behind or on top of me while he fondles my breasts.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: I love it when I don't know that it is coming.
He knows he wants to do it so he takes charge and rips off my underwear.
Applied to Intercourse:: New and interesting positions.
I love it from behind while he grabs my ass or boobs.
What is your favorite sexual position?: I have two. Behind is #1. Me on top is
#2.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Not into that one yet. Haven't really
explored that one yet.
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: IT HURTS!!!!
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: BE CAREFUL! Don't go to fast.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: I don't like anal.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Well My man would take me from behind while I
would play with myself. It would make my toes curl.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: Nope
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: Having a romantic picnic on a
PRIVATE beach surrounded by wild flowers, a small lagoon, bright blue water and a
mild waterfall. We spend hours exploring each other orally and kissing all over
each others bodies all the way down the bellybutton, and then we get down to
business. When the stars come out we start all over again, but this time it gets
kinky. We continue on through the night stopping only for a quick snack and than
we fall asleep in each others arms.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Alaine () on Wednesday, October 13, 1999 at 01:12:13
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 23
What makes a man a great lover?: Touch me everywhere, kiss me everywhere, explore
my body and let's have some fun. Don't be in a rush we have plenty of time. All
night is the best. Talk to me, let me know what you like.
Does penis size matter?: Size matters if it's a quickie and you like it a little

on the rough side-- Big Boy's
But smaller guys can get the job done, sometimes even better.
What is the perfect penis size?: 9 inches by 3
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique---no tool
is useful unless you know how to use it!
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: My boyfriend managed a
strip club, after everyone left. We turned the music and lights back on. Added
the smoke machine and we had the best sex ever, right on main stage. It was
trilling. oh it was great.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I love to be kissed, then lets go for a ride, but don't forget
to come back and kiss, and especially don't forget the kitty.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: deep penetration, start manually, then let me
have it.
Applied to Intercourse:: different position, adds spice. Mix up the pace slow and
smooth to hard and fast. Fill me from the inside.
What is your favorite sexual position?: missionary and reverse and don't forget
the doggie
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: I've only had anal sex with one guy and I
really didn't find it that enjoyable. But he was rather large.
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: It hurt!!!
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Be gentle and slow.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: I did like the animalness of it all.
Pull my hair and talk to me.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: A burning from deep inside and an uncontainable
release of excitement.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: I get extremely wet when I'm horny,
but as fair as ejaculation (like a man) Never happened.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: A room full of candles, and all
nighter is way better than any fantasy.
Submit: Submit Query
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Suzanne () on Wednesday, October 13, 1999 at 04:24:04
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 19
What makes a man a great lover?: The way that the man does what you want and
loves you to the fullest.
Does penis size matter?: Yes because the bigger it is the more it will penetrate
and make you feel good.
What is the perfect penis size?: I don't have a preference as long as it does the
job well
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual technique...the way a
man does it makes it work is what turns me on the most
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: My boyfriend started
by undressing me slowly and kissing every part of me. He ate me out and then he
had me give him a blowjob. Then he slowly slid inside me and started rolling his
hips back and forth. Then he started pushing himself inside of me hard and fast.
After we both had our orgasms, he made love to me three more times.
The way he put his own pleasures aside to please me made it so special.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: MY favorite sexual technique would have to be the 69 position.
I love how we can please each other and still have our bodies completely attached
and close.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: I love when he climbs in between my legs and just
starts touching me with his hand and then with his tongue.
Applied to Intercourse:: I love it when he lifts my legs above his shoulders and
moves fast and hard.
What is your favorite sexual position?: Having sex from behind
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: fingering and intercourse
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I enjoy when he intertwines his
legs with mine while performing anal sex. It makes him be further inside me.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Start off slow and work your way into it. Then advance faster and
harder. Also, try pushing your fingers inside her at the same time. It feels
excellent.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives

you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: When he inserts his fingers inside me
while performing anal sex.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: My most desired sexual fantasy
would have to be my man laying me on our bed, undressing me slowly, licking and
kissing me all over. Then he would eat me out while fingering my G-spot. Then
he would make love to me, then roll me over and take me from behind, moving
faster. Then finally perform anal sex and fingering me at the same time. Doing
this all night and then waking me and making love to me in the morning.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
lisa () on Wednesday, October 13, 1999 at 07:32:49
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 21
What makes a man a great lover?: A great lover is not just a physical thing. yes
the two of you have to connect chemically, but when he puts emotion into it,
making sure you are pleased and not stopping until you are, finding new positions
that the two of you enjoy together, making sex an occasion, not just an event.
Does penis size matter?: to me, not really. technically you would rather the
penis not be too small where you cant feel it, but I don't want it so big where it
hurts to have it too deep inside me.
What is the perfect penis size?: ill have to get back to you when I measure...
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique. it
seriously comes down to if you know how to use it. I dot care if he's 12 inches
if he cant hit the right spots or he's just lousy at sex.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: .
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: .
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: .
Applied to Intercourse:: .
What is your favorite sexual position?: from the back, where the female lies on
her tummy, the man is on top of her, her legs together, his spread. lets him go
in real deep.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes

What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: just starting out.. still trying to
experiment
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: sometimes its just not the right
mood, and I think that it has a lot to do with the comfort of it
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: the first time we tried it, it started off with the licking of massage
oil that dripped down there and it turned him on so much it led to anal fingering.
he felt a little weird as if it lessened his man hood, but the fact is he enjoyed
it, and that was all that mattered .
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: to take the tension off, I like it when
I'm fingered near the clit during anal sex, its like a double pleasure.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: .
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: oral sex with a tongue ring, and
he doesn't stopped till I feel like IM going to scream and let it all run out.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: .
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
JEM () on Wednesday, October 13, 1999 at 10:14:20
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 18
What makes a man a great lover?: His ability to totally blow your mind with
pleasure yet still be intimate about it and still call it "making love"
The ability to please a woman AND to make it somewhat romantic is amazing
Does penis size matter?: Sometimes...If he has a 4 inch penis but knows how to
use every inch of it...
It all depends on whether or not he can use it all
What is the perfect penis size?: 6 1/2 inches long
2 to 2 1/2 thick
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual Technique...It's not
the size that matters but how you use it
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: I think that would
have to be the time my boyfriend gave me multiple orgasms just one after the
other because I slept like a baby because I was tired after coming back for more
each time
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: just being kiss from head to toe over and over

Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: being fingered gently while having my clitoris
licked
Applied to Intercourse:: when he holds me tightly when having sex
What is your favorite sexual position?: from behind or riding him
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: none
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: approach gently
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: yes, several times...it's mind blowing...it
comes from deep within, different from a clitoral orgasm
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: My most desired sexual fantasy
would have to be then one where he led me in my room to a bed of roses and
spends hours caressing and kissing my body and does it with such care and then
makes love to me for hours
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
sasha () on Wednesday, October 13, 1999 at 11:59:20
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 19
What makes a man a great lover?: they need to be romantic not only good at sex!
Does penis size matter?: sort of the bigger the better in my point of view
What is the perfect penis size?: 7 inches long 3-4 wide
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: technique, because they have
to also be good in bed and having a bigger penis doesn't help as much as
performance
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: when me and my
girlfriend had sex with 4 guys it was so fun testing something out for the first
time

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I personally like anal sex
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: 69 my boy friend
Applied to Intercourse:: rear entry my fav
What is your favorite sexual position?: 69
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: intercourse
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: some times when the penis goes in
it hurts a little but it feels great also
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: be gentle to the woman's pain and feelings don't do it if she's not sure
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: sitting on my boyfriend penis
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: yes its a feeling that you can
almost feel going threw your body its an awesome feeling
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: some day I would like to try
double penetration my friend said she did but it kinda hurt
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
SB () on Thursday, October 14, 1999 at 07:49:04
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 19
What makes a man a great lover?: He takes his time with foreplay.
Does penis size matter?: I don't think so...
What is the perfect penis size?: no comment
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Technique... I love
foreplay, and I also appreciate when my partner knows what he is doing.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: First time he hit my
g-spot

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Entering me just before I orgasm.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: I don't like oral sex.
Applied to Intercourse:: The guy thrusting upward to hit my g-spot.
What is your favorite sexual position?: Spoon.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: fingering and foreplay
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: feels like going to the bathroom?
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: no comment
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: no comment
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: it's much deeper and the after effects last
much longer. Feels sometimes like I'm going to pee.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: nope
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: 2 men in bed ;) I believe
there's a new independent film coming out about that?
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Monica () on Thursday, October 14, 1999 at 13:07:59
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 17
What makes a man a great lover?: When he pays attention to every part of my body.
Starts off slow and brings me to incredible orgasm either by intercourse or by
foreplay. He has to make me feel wanted, needed and loved.
Does penis size matter?: Yes it does. I don't think that "Bigger is Better"
though. If it is too big it hurts and is uncomfortable during sex. Also if it
is too big it is hard to pleasure him orally. It can also be too small. If it
is too small you can't feel it.
What is the perfect penis size?: between about 5 to 7 or 8 inches long
thickness? I guess...2 inches around
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Technique. No matter how
big it is if he doesn't have the moves it won't feel good

Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: My most memorable
experience was my boyfriend and I had sex in the back office of the place we
work. It was after hours and no one was there. It was very exciting!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I love oral sex. I love giving it as much as receiving it.
That is usually when I have my most powerful orgasms.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: Direct clitoris contact. I like liking more than
sucking.
Applied to Intercourse:: starting off real slow and sensual and slowly speeding
up to amazing orgasm
What is your favorite sexual position?: Me on top. I can get it just like I want
it. I get to run the show and control what is going on.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: I don't like it at all. Its gross.
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: It hurts and its gross, dirty
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Don't do it. If you want to have anal sex get another man. I think
it kind of reflects homosexuality.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: None.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: No
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: I am not sure what that is
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I would really like to make a
porn video with my boyfriend. Sometimes I imagine that people are watching us
have sex.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
hot mama () on Thursday, October 14, 1999 at 13:20:34
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 21
What makes a man a great lover?: Just knowing what to do. Knowing the right
places to touch, kiss, and lick. Knowing what you like. Fulfilling your desires
and dreams.
Does penis size matter?: NO. If he knows how to move and where to touch, you

should still be able to get off.
What is the perfect penis size?: I like them thick and long. I don't really know
how big. I guess maybe around (thick); 4-5" and long; 3/4 of a foot!
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: My lover and I rented
a room. We drank a little and fucked a lot. The people in the next room knocked
on the wall and told us that we were being too loud. That didn't stop us. We
had sex straight for 6 1/2 hours. Then we took a bath, he shaved my legs. He
was standing up with his back toward me. His dick was just hanging there. I
began sucking it. It started all over again.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: When I get ate out in all the right ways.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: When he gets his tongue and goes back and forward
fast on my G-spot. He makes me come so quickly. I get hot just thinking about
it.
Applied to Intercourse:: Starting out slow. Licking and sucking a breasts.
Starting to go faster. Talking dirty to me while giving it all to me!!!
What is your favorite sexual position?: Man on top or 69.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: nothing
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I don't like anything
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: I don't know. I don't like it.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: None
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Yes. It feels so much better. Your whole
body shakes. At first it kind of hurts but the feeling can't be described in
words.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: The bed be cover in roses. My
lover slowly undresses me and licks all over my body. Eats me out. Then, I lick
up and down his body. Putting whip cream, etc. all over him. I suck his dick
till he cums everywhere. Get him hard again and go to it. In every position,
for hours. Doing anything that either of wants.
Submit: Submit Query
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Faith () on Thursday, October 14, 1999 at 13:22:56
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 35
What makes a man a great lover?: One who takes his time and makes sure that we
both are satisfied in the end
Does penis size matter?: No. But I would hate that it is so small that I don't
feel anything
What is the perfect penis size?: 6" to 8" with a 3" thickness
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual Technique, I get
more pleasure out of how I am satisfied then Just his penis
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: .
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: .
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: When my lover places his tongue as deep in to my
pussy as possible
Applied to Intercourse:: .
What is your favorite sexual position?: on top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: very uncomfortable and sore
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: use a lot of lube
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: n/a
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Yes, My whole body shakes and I cant stop
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: .
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

Jasmine () on Thursday, October 14, 1999 at 16:05:25
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 24
What makes a man a great lover?: Experience. If he knows what he's doing he knows
how to use it.
Does penis size matter?: Yes
What is the perfect penis size?: 5 inches 1/2 inch
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: technique, if it's good
it's good
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: no comment
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: teasing
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: suspense
Applied to Intercourse:: how deep he goes
What is your favorite sexual position?: sideways
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: everything. who would like it?
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: ask first!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Yes, it more intense.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: yes, if you're really into it and
he knows how to do it!
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: no comment
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
DD () on Thursday, October 14, 1999 at 18:59:38
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Please give us your age: 40
What makes a man a great lover?: long tongue and longevity (keeping it up)
Does penis size matter?: yes, the bigger the better
What is the perfect penis size?: 6" X 2"
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique,
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: in the desert on a
public trail
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: oral sex, slowly licking my clitoris
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: slowly from bottom to top
Applied to Intercourse:: slow strokes all the way in and all the way out
What is your favorite sexual position?: missionary
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: everything
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: fuck you
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: yes, it is just different
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: yes
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: on a beach or in the woods
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
em () on Thursday, October 14, 1999 at 20:01:33
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 47
What makes a man a great lover?: not aggressive, take it slow and easy!
Does penis size matter?: not really, its how they use it!

What is the perfect penis size?: 1"x6"
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: having sex in the
shower, getting it up the ass, something I always wanted but was afraid to do! It
was great!!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I like being on top and taking total control, driving him
nuts!!!! Taking it up the ass!!
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: tongue up my ass!!
Applied to Intercourse:: Dick in my cunt then my ass!!
What is your favorite sexual position?: doggie style!!
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: I love it intercourse, and the finger!!
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I love the feel of him pushing his
penis into my ass, it makes me come!!
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: take it slow and easy!! It can hurt.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: Putting it in and out very fast!!
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: I can't catch my breath!!
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: Yes, The vibrations, I just keep
cumming! Taking it up the ass does it to me, I don't know why but it does.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: To be fucked in the cunt by two
men, in the ass by a huge dick and suck off two at the same time, while my tits
are tortured!!
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Katlin () on Thursday, October 14, 1999 at 23:37:53
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 20
What makes a man a great lover?: When he respects you and he is loyal to you and
knows how to make you feel great, and that you could do anything that is

possible.
Does penis size matter?: NOT AT ALL AS LONG AS I AM PLEASURED IT DOES NOT MATTER.
What is the perfect penis size?: The perfect sized penis is a penis that knows
how to pleasure me not matter the size or width.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual Technique, is the
most important when the guy knows what he is doing in bed is the best.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: The guy I am with now
completed my fantasy sex on the beach in front of a romantic fire and touching
every part of my body that counts, making me feel the best I have ever felt.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: When I am having sex when I am on top and the guy is playing
with my clit while making love to me.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: I love oral sex it feels good but it is not as
great as sex.
Applied to Intercourse:: That drives me crazy when I am with a guy who knows what
he is actually doing in bed and can have the ultimate orgasm with me and not be
scared to do so.
What is your favorite sexual position?: Missionary and doggy style I have to say
are tied.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: NONE
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I think that it is disgusting and
would not enjoy doing it at all.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: YUCK please do not put us through that...
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: NOTHING IN ANAL SEX DRIVES ME CRAZY
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Yes, my partner knew exactly how to hit it
with his tongue and it felt wonderful...
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: HAVE NOT EXPEIRENCED THAT
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I would love to have my partner
and my best friend together in a three some and have a great evening if I could
talk my partner into it.
Submit: Submit Query
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
jcm () on Friday, October 15, 1999 at 10:16:59
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 48
What makes a man a great lover?: penis size and thickness
Does penis size matter?: yes!
What is the perfect penis size?: over 8 inches, over 6 around
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: size I love them big
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: anal, with a large
one!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: man on top! oral with fingers inside me!
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: slow oral, with toys!
Applied to Intercourse:: toys and a vibe,
What is your favorite sexual position?: man on top!
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: all!
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: nothing!
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: slow very slow!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: toys with lots of lube!
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: yes!! wide penis!
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: yes, I peed!
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: muli-partners,double penetration
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
JS () on Friday, October 15, 1999 at 10:17:05
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Please give us your age: 27
What makes a man a great lover?: Helping us out. Knowing is way around down
there. Technique.
However, to much experience could be bad. I would prefer a man that hasn't been
with a large amount of women. Innocence is always sexy.
Does penis size matter?: Not really. If it is to big it can hurt. Also, as long
as it gets the job done, who cares?
What is the perfect penis size?: about 5-6 inches long maybe 1 inch thick
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Technique. You can have all
the size in the world and have no clue what to do with it.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: On the kitchen table.
He just swept me up and it happened. Also, the first time a guy went down on me.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I don't know. Whatever works.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: Clitoris, and G-spot.
Applied to Intercourse:: long thrusts
What is your favorite sexual position?: missionary
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: intercourse
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I don't why I like it, but I just
do.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Give it time. At first it may seem awful, but it eventually becomes
very pleasurable.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: When I sit on his lap.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Yes, it is 100 times better.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no, I would like to though.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: My guy and I on an airplane.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
mitch () on Friday, October 15, 1999 at 15:15:41

--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 22
What makes a man a great lover?: Attention to detail.
Does penis size matter?: No, it's quality not quantity.
What is the perfect penis size?: 7x5
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Technique. If you don't
know what you are doing it doesn't matter how much space you fill.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: Most memorable: W/my
boyfriend in the park because we got caught.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Doggie Style
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: When he sucks my clit
Applied to Intercourse:: Same as Above
What is your favorite sexual position?: Same as Above
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Intercourse
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: The initial entry discomfort
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Lubricate
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: I don't know
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: No
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: Yes, I don't know what happened.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: n/a
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
tt () on Friday, October 15, 1999 at 17:22:06
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 20

What makes a man a great lover?: being passionate
making sure that the woman has been satisfied.
tender kisses.
tender fondling
Does penis size matter?: yes I think so because doggy style position doesn't feel
as good when your man has a small penis. There a couple of positions that require
a large penis
What is the perfect penis size?: at least the width of a baby bottle and the
length of about 8 inches is perfect
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique. because
it's no good if he only knows how to go in and out.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: the most memorable
sexual experience for me was when one of my sexual fantasy came true. Me and my
boyfriend had sex on a blanket in the rain. this took place in a local park one
late night. It was memorable because it is the best orgasm I have ever been
brought to. There was so much adrenaline between us because it was risky and good
but just the thought of that night makes me moist.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: when he teases your vagina by pulling his penis out to the tip
then sticks it back in real fast. That does it for me sometimes
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: acting like the tongue is a penis with swirves to
kill for and running his tongue down my booty.

Applied to Intercourse:: already answered
What is your favorite sexual position?: doggy style
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: oral
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: liking, it feels different when his
moist tongue touches that area.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: make sure she's really ready
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: never had anything done but licking
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: I don't know
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: to have a woman satisfy me

while my boyfriend watches
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
LHT () on Friday, October 15, 1999 at 18:24:10
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 22
What makes a man a great lover?: When he knows how to give great oral sex
Does penis size matter?: Yes-it must be big enough or it can't be felt
What is the perfect penis size?: 8 1/2 inches long, 3 inches round
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Technique matters more
because what good is a big penis if the man can't use it right?!
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: My most memorable
sexual experience would be when my boyfriend and I were having sex in my car. We
were really going at it when this other car flashed its headlights at us and just
sat there for two or three minutes.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Not sure-Love 'em all
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: It really drives me wild when he licks my
clitoris
Applied to Intercourse:: kissing
What is your favorite sexual position?: doggy-style
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Fingering
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I tried it once, but it really hurt
so he only got it in about a centimeter
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: LUBRICANT!!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: No comment
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Never had one
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: Never have

Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I would love for my husband to
just come to me and take off my clothes and make love to me without saying a word
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
njh () on Friday, October 15, 1999 at 19:42:49
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 42
What makes a man a great lover?: being slow, soft touch, tender until I get rough
Does penis size matter?: not at all
What is the perfect penis size?: length 7 inches
thickness 3 inches
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual Technique you have to
be turned on. so penis size has nothing to do with getting you there.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: the first night my
husband and I had oral sex. I admit either
of us didn't do it well but the feeling the first time it every happens
is a feeling you don't forget
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: to be in total control. although I have trouble doing this. when
it happens
I really enjoy it
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: slow licking , just a tease of a touch
Applied to Intercourse:: I enjoy it when I'm on my hands and knees him behind
What is your favorite sexual position?: I don't think I have one
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: intercourse
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: no comment
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: go slow when she says stop, Stop! if she pulls away let her
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: no comment
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: deeper feeling

Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: to be touch softly yet firmly,
to come several times then
rest and start over. I would like to try this with another
woman
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
kimmy2299 () on Friday, October 15, 1999 at 20:35:39
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 22
What makes a man a great lover?: The thing that makes a man a great lover is that
he pleases you as much or more than you please him. I like a man that puts my
needs first.
Does penis size matter?: No, penis size does not matter. They just need to know
how to use it.
What is the perfect penis size?: There is no perfect size penis. Define perfect.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: I have learned that sexual
technique matters most. You can have guys that have a huge penis and don't know
what in the world they are doing.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: My most memorable
sexual experience would have to have been about 1 month ago with my current
boyfriend. His favorite thing to do is go down on me. In the past that consisted
of about 10 minutes but with him the minimum is 1 hour. Within minutes I start
shaking and almost end up in tears because it is so intense. No one will ever
compare to him.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: My favorite sexual technique would have to be the missionary
position. For some reason it turns me on to have a man in control. The one thing
that really drives me wild in bed is oral sex.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: This would have to be when he is licking my
clitoris.
Applied to Intercourse:: When he moves it in and out very slowly and he almost
pulls it out all the way and then slams it into me.
What is your favorite sexual position?: I prefer man on top, but close to that is
me on top.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No

What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: no comment
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I think the whole idea of anal sex
is disgusting. Think about it!!! Do I need to say more.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Ok men here goes
If you are going to attempt this don't just do it. Ask them how they feel about
it. If you don't you could get slapped.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: no comment
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no comment
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no comment
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I don't really have much of a
fantasy but I have always wanted to be more open when it comes to sex. For
example:
I would like to be more aggressive and stop what I am doing and make love to my
man.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
samantha () on Friday, October 15, 1999 at 20:38:25
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 28
What makes a man a great lover?: Looking sexy, interested in making their partner
enjoy sex.
Does penis size matter?: I've never been with anyone with too small of a penis.
What is the perfect penis size?: 5" long and 1-1/2" around
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual technique, I don't
think size matters so much, technique is much more important. Different
positions, length of intercourse
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: memorable - having sex
in the rowhouse I lived in, in Baltimore - standing up - but not facing each
other. Also, anyone could have walked into the house. Favorite - new years eve
during college, first love, intense night - tried the 69 position. Pleasurable pretty much every time my husband I make love.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Haven't really figured that one out yet. I'm still waiting to
have an orgasm. I think I have had a couple in my dreams but none in full
consciousness. I guess I would have to say - doggy style though,

Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: fingers and tongue exploring vagina. I might
like trying the anal area too.
Applied to Intercourse:: Fast motion, I would like it fast for a prolonged time.
It feels great fast.
What is your favorite sexual position?: I have enjoyed all positions. It depends
on the foreplay, etc.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Have never tried..
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: Can't say - if anything I would
dislike the fact that the hole is not large enough and could result in bleeding
or worse. Also, pretty gross things come out of that hole.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Slowly work toward it ask if their partner would want to try it.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: can't say - never tried it
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: never had one.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: On a soft fur rug in front of a
fire in a log cabin - it's very cold outside but very warm inside. Sipping on a
glass of red wine before & after sex. The actual activity? - I would love to be
kissed from head to toe. I think I would really enjoy my feet being massage and
sucking on my toes. I like dirty talk and maybe even a couple of spankings that really smart...
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
jm () on Friday, October 15, 1999 at 22:30:44
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 20
What makes a man a great lover?: A good lover is one who leaves you satisfied,
and I don't mean just an orgasm. They fulfill you mentally, emotionally, and
physically. They are open to new ideas, but communicate with you to make sure
that you are both comfortable with something before it is tried.
Does penis size matter?: Yes and no...a good lover does not need to have a huge
penis to satisfy a women, they just need to know how to use it. However,
anything abnormally small(three inches or less when erect) is very difficult to
work with, but nothing is impossible!

What is the perfect penis size?: Five to six inches when erect...you do want to
be able to be on top of your man with out going through the pain of having his
penis always hitting your cervix.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: The very first time I
slept with my husband...we hadn't been dating very long, so everything about our
sexuality was new. He was unbelievable! He concerned about my pleasure, unlike
a lot of lovers I had before him. The other really great thing was that he had
stamina unlike any other lover I had ever been with. Needless to say by the end
of the night, I was seeing stars.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I love it when a man fucks me with my legs closed. In order to
get into this position you must start with the missionary, and then move your
legs in to touch his. Starting with one leg he puts his on the outside of yours,
and then does the other. This position provides a lot of pleasurable friction
and almost always guarantees an orgasm for me.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: when a guy uses his hands to stimulate you as
well as his tongue, this way both the vagina and the clit are getting pleasure.
Applied to Intercourse:: same as #6
What is your favorite sexual position?: same as #6
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: I enjoy stimulation to the outside, but I
cannot seem to relax both my muscles and my mind enough to allow penetration
(much to my husband's dismay)
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: It can be very painful if it is not
done correctly. The nerves are very sensitive, and the tissue is very thin so
it takes a lot of working up and a lot of lubrication to enjoy this kind of sex.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: e honest and open with your feelings, and do not push the subject to
far to fast-all you will do is completely turn her off to it. The other thing is
that any kind of fantasy fulfillment takes a lot of trust (the close your eyes
and I will catch you when you fall kind) and you need to have that outside the
bedroom first.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none experienced yet
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: I'm not quite sure, every time I
orgasm I end up wetter than if I don't, so I guess if I do experience it, it

happens every time I have sex.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: My biggest sexual fantasy
involves two other parties...one male and one female. The other female gets tied
up (hog tied) and then I have sex with her using a strap on. Then the male and I
have sex while she is made to watch.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
ObE () on Saturday, October 16, 1999 at 04:47:39
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 20
What makes a man a great lover?: His strength...
Does penis size matter?: No, if you know how to please me it does not
What is the perfect penis size?: 2inches around and about 6 and a half inches
wide.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual Technique, if u don't
know what you're doing with it size isn't going to matter at all, its going to be
boring and not enjoyable.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: ................
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: When I'm fingered and went down on at the same time..
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: When a man takes his tongue and tickles my
clit...
Applied to Intercourse:: Deep long thrusts...
What is your favorite sexual position?: Legs over the man shoulders and him
thrusting away
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: doesn't apply
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: n/a
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: n/a
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: n/a

Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: No
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?:
????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
candy () on Saturday, October 16, 1999 at 11:22:54
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 25
What makes a man a great lover?: when he spends time with you and makes you feel
loved.
Does penis size matter?: yes, sometimes. but if you have a really good technique,
it doesn't matter.
What is the perfect penis size?: 5 inches all the way around and nine and a half
inches long
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: I like a big penis but
technique matters allot
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: I like to be held down
and spanked
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I like missionary position. it is the most intense.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: when he licks your clit up and down
Applied to Intercourse:: fast and deep thrusts
What is your favorite sexual position?: missionary
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: I wouldn't know
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: the shit
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: to try to be romantic and relaxed so it will be a more pleasurable
experience

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: I wouldn't know
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no but I have been fingered there and it felt
good
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: I don't know
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I like to be tied up and told
what to do. I like to be the slave while my boyfriend is the master. I like rape
fantasies although I REALLY wouldn't like to be raped.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
DW () on Saturday, October 16, 1999 at 14:03:10
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 18
What makes a man a great lover?: Knows what he is doing.
Does penis size matter?: NO, as long as they know how to use it
What is the perfect penis size?: Length 5 1/2 6 thickness big as a big stick
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual technique. A guy
doesn't have to have a big penis to not know what he is doing in bed.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: Having candles, and
just the two of us home and enjoying every minute of each other.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Sucking on my neck, nipple or on my ear.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: Teasing me, kissing my legs then moving towards
my vagina.
Applied to Intercourse:: Doing it doggy style drives me bananas
What is your favorite sexual position?: Doggy style or me on top.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: no comment
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: No comment.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Take it slow don't pursue them constantly to do it.

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: no comment
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no comment
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no comment

Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: candles and all night of making
love
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
lily () on Saturday, October 16, 1999 at 17:04:39
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 19
What makes a man a great lover?: He must be considerate of the time it takes a
woman to get ready for love making. It's not just wham-bam-thank-you-ma'am sort
of thing. Foreplay is very important. On one hand, it prepares the woman
physically and mentally for the "main event," on the other, it allows the
partners to have more intimate contact. Experimenting with each other on how
they like to be touched is also important.
Does penis size matter?: If it's of average size (4"-6"), I don't think it does.
Unless, of course the man had a 1" penis, it might effect the experience of
intercourse. Anyway, the vagina adjusts to the size of the penis (and if it IS
smaller than average, the woman can always do kegal<?> exercises, right?). Plus,
it's all in the way the man uses it!
What is the perfect penis size?: Hmmm... 6"-8" in length. And about 5" in
circumference.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual Technique! If a man
had a 9" penis but didn't know how to please a woman, what use is that? I could
please myself with 3" long fingers!
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: Most memorable,
intense, erotic:
My boyfriend and I started making out (as we always do before making love). As
we were undressing each other, we were kissing. He was getting really turned on
(I had been teasing him all day..lol) and when I grabbed a hold of his erected
penis he suddenly got a surge of energy. He started growling and getting really
aggressive with me (which was a surprise, he's usually very gentle and sweet).
He began nibbling on my neck and sucking on my breasts kind of roughly.
Strangely, it was a turn on! We started making love in the missionary position,
then he flipped me over (lol) and we finished off doggy style (which we both
enjoy very much). Afterwards, we got into the shower and we fooled around in the
tub (that by the way, is very intense).

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: During foreplay, when my boyfriend kisses my back. I don't
know why, but it drives me crazy! I guess because it doesn't get too much
attention there.

Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: During oral sex, I love it when my boyfriend uses
his fingers at the same time. It's a double dose of pleasure!
Applied to Intercourse:: During intercourse, my boyfriend likes to grind up
against my pelvis and rotate his hips, so that his penis touches the walls of my
vagina.
What is your favorite sexual position?: Doggy style--it can be altered in several
ways and still be as pleasurable!!
Or..
When I'm on top--it's really intense!
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Personally, I don't think I'd enjoy
actual anal sex. But we've tried fingering and the mutual feeling is that it
only feels good at the rim (just beginning to go in). When my boyfriend
masturbates, he enjoys it when I play with his asshole.
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: Dislike: it resembles shitting too
much...lol
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: n/a
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: n/a
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Yes. It happens whenever I'm on top. The
tip of his penis hits a certain part of my vagina...It's indescribable. It's
just a lot more intense than the usual orgasm.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: Yes. My boyfriend was fingering
me, he began to wiggle his finger back and forth. It was very pleasurable and
caused me to ejaculate within seconds.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I've always like making love
near/in water. Usually the fantasy involves a waterfall.
Another one is to make love in a public area. We've had several experiences in
movie theatres (lol).
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

rin rin () on Saturday, October 16, 1999 at 21:11:21
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 23
What makes a man a great lover?: if he's gentle with you. and says I love you.
stuff like that.
Does penis size matter?: to a certain extent....you don't get pleasure if it's too
small.....and it hurts if its too big.
What is the perfect penis size?: 5 inch
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: well,
I spent the night over my b/f's house, and we were in his bed just cuddling. we
start to kiss and then get really into it and start making out wildly ;0)~ then
we start doing a little on top of the clothes stuff. he takes off my shirt. then
I take off his. then my bra goes. hehe. he stimulates my breasts...nibbles. then
I slowly take off my pants. then his go.......and so do the undergarments. then
he slowly goes into me...breathing heavily and whispering I love you's =0)
then... he starts to move up and down gently. and then he gets faster and faster
until we climax. then we stop and turned on the TV and just cuddled and went to
sleep
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: doggie style
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: his tongue going everywhere ;0)
Applied to Intercourse:: 69
What is your favorite sexual position?: ass fucking
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: FINGERING!
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: When he fingers me too hard
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: do it lovingly
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: fingering
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: nope
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: nope
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: being in a porn film

Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
sm () on Saturday, October 16, 1999 at 21:50:32
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 38
What makes a man a great lover?: takes time to please his woman, not just himself
Does penis size matter?: no, as long as he can use what he has
What is the perfect penis size?: 3x6
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: no comment
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: me on top...VERY stimulating
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: never had it done to the point that it drove me
wild
Applied to Intercourse:: him on his back, I mount him and rock back and forth
stimulating my clit and G-spot GGGGGRRRRRRR
What is your favorite sexual position?: me on top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: no comment
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: when he just barely pushes on my
anus I feel like I have to go to the bathroom
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: no comment
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: no comment
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: see above...I have multiple orgasms...very
intense
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no comment
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: no comment
Submit: Submit Query

--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
redhotnude () on Saturday, October 16, 1999 at 22:36:43
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 22
What makes a man a great lover?: when he actually enjoys eating me out for more
than 20 minutes
Does penis size matter?: no, I have excellent muscle control, I grab a hold of
it
What is the perfect penis size?: 7" long 3" circumference
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: technique, if he knows how
to use it, the size makes no difference.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: He took me at a
concert, we ducked behind a tent and he stripped me totally naked, I'd never got
so wet in my life, me licked me first, then screwed my brains out. I was only a
quickie,, but man was it good
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: holding me by the hips and eating me out until I cum at least 2
times
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: my legs on his shoulders me sitting on a couch,
him on his knees in front of me
Applied to Intercourse:: doggy style, anal with his balls bumping against my
clit
What is your favorite sexual position?: me on top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: EVERYTHING
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I dislike that it hurts sometimes
depending on his size
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: grease up his cock with either KY, or her saliva YUM
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: when his balls slap against my clit
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no

Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I want to be eaten out in the
Ferris wheel
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
LT () on Sunday, October 17, 1999 at 15:30:19
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 20
What makes a man a great lover?: Creativity and suprises! His way but open to
new things. PASSION!
Does penis size matter?: Sorta, because you have to have a good tight fit...but
that's partially our job, too. We shouldn't have to work too hard for him to
feel it.
What is the perfect penis size?: length doesn't really matter but thickness should
be no smaller than your index finger and your thumb making a hole.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: TECHNIQUE....if he's
interesting and creative I don't really have to be ripped open to enjoy.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: When my boy and I
spent an entire night "making love" not just having sex...it was amazing. We
went for like 6 hours and didn't need to stop. We held each other, then kissed,
then held each other, then orgasm'd, then held each other....on and on and on.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: When he rubs up against my clit it feels amazing and then he
gets into it more. SLOWLY rubbing and gently rubbing is the key.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: when he sucks in on my clit tied in with licking
it
Applied to Intercourse:: above
What is your favorite sexual position?: me on the top!
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none....I don't know?
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: ????
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: ????????
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: ??????

Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: It comes faster because it just where you
like it!
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: um I'm not sure....so probably not
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: To have a lot of
toys....handcuffs especially. To be "raped." To be handcuffed to my bed
strippen of my clothes and eaten until I orgasm'd then fucked until the same
result with his own creative ways and other toys. He'll be treated the same when
done:)
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
bmb () on Sunday, October 17, 1999 at 16:48:34
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 36
What makes a man a great lover?: His ability to maintain his erection. His
desire to bring pleasure to his partner. His ability to communicate.
Does penis size matter?: Yes, penis size does matter. I find more stimulation
with a larger penis. I have also found that the larger the penis provides more
penetration. It has also been my experience that larger penises stay erect
longer than the shorter/smaller variety.
What is the perfect penis size?: 7 - 8 inches long with about 1.5 inches around
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Both, size is important to
me - I need to feel him through his clothes - it is a turn-on. Sexual technique
is equally important because if technique is lacking so is the pleasure for the
participants.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: no comment
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Oral stimulation combined with digital stimulation - knocks my
socks off
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: answered above
Applied to Intercourse:: me on top of him with my back laying on his chest
What is your favorite sexual position?: Many
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: no comment

What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: it is painful
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: no comment
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Never had one
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: No experience
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: no comment
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Jaunita Curd () on Sunday, October 17, 1999 at 22:21:13
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 30
What makes a man a great lover?: Tenderness, telling you how much they love you
and how important you are in their life.
Does penis size matter?: Nope. It is not how large your penis is, it is how you
use it that makes a difference. Personally, I do NOT prefer a large penis
What is the perfect penis size?: Eight Inches long, Five and one half wide.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual Technique. In fact,
the perfect lover would not even have to use his penis to make me fulfilled.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: Having sex near a
bunch of people who had NO idea what we were doing
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Letting me have control
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: Licking my pussy.
Applied to Intercourse:: Letting me determine the stride in which we flow.
What is your favorite sexual position?: On top (that way I have more control over
what I am doing)
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Fingering
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: Do not like anal sex at all (well
except for the fingering part)

What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Let them make the move to do it first
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: n/a
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Nope
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: It feels like I am withdrawn from
my body and am floating somewhere incredible. I feel intense throughout my
entire body - right down to my fingertips
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: n/a
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
bb () on Sunday, October 17, 1999 at 23:44:28
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 18
What makes a man a great lover?: I guy that is all about me
Does penis size matter?: girth does
length doesn't
What is the perfect penis size?: length: 7 inches
width: 7 inches

Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: equal
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: downstairs in my
parents house while they were walking around upstairs. My boyfriend was on his
way out the door, because my parents asked him to leave because it was late, when
I stopped him.
I told him that we needed to fuck and it didn't matter about my parents. I sat
down on the corner of my couch and pulled him over. I yanked up my skirt( I don't
normally wear underwear so I didn't have any on)and pushed his head between my
legs and made him finger me and eat me out. after I came and pulled his head up,
kissed him and sucked his fingers dry. I pulled him and we fucked. the position
of my legs were uncomfortable for him, so he threw my legs up into the air, put
them behind my head and pulled me into him. he got so deep into me I came
instantaneously. it was the best and longest orgasm I ever had. him being so
forceful turned me on so much because he wasn't normally rough or freaky and
that's the way I like it. REALLY ROUGH, HARD, AND FREAKY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives

you wild in bed?: bottom with my legs with behind my head or me on top with my
feet at his head and collapsing my body (head on head)
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: sucking
Applied to Intercourse:: hard and fast
What is your favorite sexual position?: ALL
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: I have only had sex

What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I spooned it so it didn't hurt
I liked it
I think if I did it doggy style it would hurt
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: SLOW!!!!!!!!!!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: of course.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: yes. I have been blessed with the
ability to orgasm easily. so I have them all the time
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: to enact a an I love greatest
most fantasy
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
yip () on Monday, October 18, 1999 at 00:58:05
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 21
What makes a man a great lover?: He must be sensitive to everything yet have
strength and security.
Does penis size matter?: yes and no. it is different, but both can be extremely
pleasurable
What is the perfect penis size?: l=6.5
t=6.5
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: technique of course!!! it
doesn't matter how big if not aiming right

Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: went on a car trip and
had sex all over the place.....the mirror in the motel room, just the variety of
places and positions was great.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: in me, playing with my nipples and especially my clit
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: tongue and finger in me gently....
Applied to Intercourse:: circular positions to feel all around in me....
What is your favorite sexual position?: doggie
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: just beginning done' know
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: the thought of it not being safe
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: lightly imply it w/ touch and then ask how it feels and then ask if
there interested.....
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: don't' know
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: it feels like an explosion that needs to be
channeled all over your body...
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: yes, the right spot gently
thrusting deeply not backing off to much
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: to be tied up and fondled,
teased, a little tortured...slow and hard, fast and then slow and hard again.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
angel () on Monday, October 18, 1999 at 09:24:55
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 18
What makes a man a great lover?: When he does things to make you happy and wants
nothing in return but a few moans and groans. everything he does is for your
enjoyment.
Does penis size matter?: No it doesn't. It's what he can do and what he does
with it to please you is what counts.
What is the perfect penis size?: about 7 inches erect and about 2 inches in

thickness
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual Technique. When he
thrusts and moves inside it doesn't matter how big it is it's all about motion.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: My boyfriend had me
rolled up like a ball with my knees at my ears and while he was slowly moving in
and out of me but every now and then going in really fast he was playing with my
clit at the same time. This made me climax but by doing what he was doing I
didn't cum for almost a half hour it was the best feeling I had ever had.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: My favorite is when I lay on my stomach and he takes me from
behind and then rolls me over and puts my legs straight up in the air and just
bangs me as hard as he can.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: He will suck on my clit while fingering me or
will have his tongue totally in me while squeezing my clit
Applied to Intercourse:: He pushes right below my hole while going in me slowly.
What is your favorite sexual position?: Riding him backwards
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: I don't do this
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I've never tried it
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: ask first
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: don't have one
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I have full length mirrors in
my room I want to have sex with my boyfriend while watching it in the mirrors the
whole entire time
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
The need () on Monday, October 18, 1999 at 14:54:00
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 26

What makes a man a great lover?: Knowing just what to do and when!!
Does penis size matter?: Not really... technique!!
What is the perfect penis size?: Not sure of his exact side but its perfect...
not to big and surely to too small...
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Technique!! technique!!
Technique!! technique!!
Too big too much pain.... small have to know more of the technique.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: him coming home and
me being in the mood and starting every thing. I'm a shy person so this made me
feel like I was not really myself. some of the best things were Me being on top
for every thing including 69. which I never do. Doing it on the couch with the
curtains open (not that you could see inside any way. I know that it must of been
good because, after he just looked at me with a big grin and said "Wow, what made
you do that?"
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: on my back, legs up his chest and on his shoulders.
this is a new position, I think we finally found my "g-spot"
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: slight touch of the tongue on the clit. followed
by a little suck... sounds gross but I like that.
Applied to Intercourse:: slow and deep....
What is your favorite sexual position?: on my back, legs up his chest and on his
shoulders.
Or on our sides, him on the back side playing with the clit
at the same time.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Not too sure I like it.. I have tried a
few times and only one time did it not really bother me.
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: pain is a dislike... have not
found an enjoyment
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: I cant
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: on my back, legs up his chest and on his
shoulders.

Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: have not had one yet... close I think
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: No

Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: Being with a female.... Just to
see if I could please a women the same as a man.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
ce () on Monday, October 18, 1999 at 16:40:53
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 19
What makes a man a great lover?: Caressing and asking what feels good. Taking
the time to learn his lover.
Does penis size matter?: I would say that yes it does matter. It would be a very
painful experience if it was too big and he has to be big enough so that it feels
good, otherwise why not just use a finger.
What is the perfect penis size?: 7 in long and 2 in think
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique, there are
just some techniques that can be done that just don't feel good
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: we hadn't had sex in a
few weeks and the last weekend we had to spend apart without any sort of physical
contact at all. so when we were finally alone to have sex it was incredible! he
just kept going and I constantly got pleasure from it. it was the most
pleasurable experience I have ever had.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: constant nibbling on my nipples
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: blowing and lightly kissing my vagina
Applied to Intercourse:: rubbing me lightly
What is your favorite sexual position?: doggie
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: we tried, but stopped
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: the pain of him trying to enter is
not pleasurable
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: make sure she's relaxed and use enough lube so as not to hurt her
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: n/a

Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: yes, it's more intense and I feel like I
could collapse
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: after an incredibly romantic
evening, he carries me to our bedroom and lays me on our bed. pours wine and
lights candles and we slowly undress each other while dancing to soft music. we
then have long, passionate sex all night long.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
She'sSoSEXY () on Monday, October 18, 1999 at 17:13:29
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 28
What makes a man a great lover?: The ability to be open about anything regarding
lovemaking. To try new things. To read manuals, watch videos and use sexual
toys. The ability to talk about how it feels and what feels good.
Does penis size matter?: Most times, size does not matter. However, if the penis
is too short it does not give the woman the same amount of pleasure as it does
not reach as far. If the penis is too short then sexual positions can be limited
to the positions where the penis will penetrate deep enough.
What is the perfect penis size?: Good question.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual technique is what
matters most to me. If the partner can find a few good sexual techniques and is
sexually aggressive and open to new ideas, then size should not and does not
matter.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: My most sexual
experience is when I have been pleasured orally in several positions (orally
being both cunnilingus and analingus). Then I get on top of the man and ride
him with him annually stimulating me.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: See question 5
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: All of it, if it is done correctly. Pulling the
lips of the vagina. Pushing the walls of the vagina . . . licking and sucking
the lips of the vagina and analingus is good too. Oral sex with me while I am
doing him. With me on top, with him on top. With each other on our sides. It
is all great. Oh, and a man must be clean shaven for it to be great.
Applied to Intercourse:: Techniques would be the contracting of vaginal muscles.
Different pelvic tilts. I guess this is what you are looking for in this
question, not too sure.
What is your favorite sexual position?: Rear entry position (doggy style) into

vagina.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: I think I like anal sex, but would like a
bit more experience and info regarding it. I guess I would like fingering and
oral, but have only tried anal intercourse sex a half dozen times and half of
those times, I sort of enjoyed it.
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I like the feeling I first get
during the rubbing and fingering of anal sex, but when full penetration is met,
or the man is too anxious, it can hurt.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Let me be your guide. You have to use lubrication. I have to be
completely relaxed and want anal intercourse that particular day. Go slow, not
too fast or hard (until I let you know to).
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: I like fingering, especially if I am
riding the man.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: I think so, but not sure how to explain it.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: No
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: Being blindfolded and bound
during sexual intercourse.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
RYP () on Monday, October 18, 1999 at 17:33:35
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 27
What makes a man a great lover?: I believe that a man's awareness of his partner
is what
makes him a great lover. So many times, men tend to concentrate on what they are
feeling and doing during sex that they forget about the other person who is
there. A man's willingness to learn and ask and do what pleases his partner makes
him great as a lover.
Does penis size matter?: Not at all. I personally have had experiences with men
of very different sizes and it just did not matter. I have found that it is what
he does with his penis that matters, not the size of it.
What is the perfect penis size?: For me it would probably be about 7-9 inches in
length and 5-6 inches thick.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Definitely sexual technique.

It all goes back to the fact that a man doesn't always know how to use what he
has. Just because a man may have a large penis, he may have no idea how to give a
woman pleasure with it. And vice versa, a man with a smaller penis may know
exactly how to please a woman in every way. So you can see that a man's sexual
technique is all that ever really matters.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: One particular night
when my husband came home with that mischievous look on his face. He began
giving me the eye and smiling with that very sexual stare, but a playful smile.
From his backpack, he produced some 'just purchased' xxx rated videos and asked
me playfully if I would like to watch a "flick" with him. I just couldn't help
but smile and laugh. I agreed, but only after I took a shower to relax my mood.
As I was in the shower getting ready, he showed up naked and ready to join me. So
we took a nice long shower together. We took our care and time to wash each other
as thoroughly as possible. We caressed and touched. Kissed and tasted each other
for some pre pleasure. To me there is nothing more erotic then a wet man. I could
spend hours licking and kissing water from a man.
So after we were done with our most pleasurable cleaning ritual, we went to the
living room in our robes to begin our fun in front of the T.V. We laid our
pillows and blankets on the floor and started watching the movie. We laughed a
little, and made silly comments about the scenes. But the whole time watching the
show intensely.
We silently began to caress each other in various places, just enjoying the feel
of each other. We went down on each other, one at a time. It was gentle and
teasing. Although through we kept watching the video during the four play, things
soon became intense and we only concentrated on each other.
We tried many different things that night. We were all over the living room in
just about every position we could think of. My favorite would have to have been
when I stood on the couch frame and lifted myself so he could take me from behind
while standing. He was able to easily reach around and caress my clit while doing
me from behind. It was a positively an orgasmic experience. I would have to say
that it was probably both the longest and multi-orgasmic experience we had ever
had up to that point in our lives together. I could honestly say that for me it
was definitely the most in my whole sexual life.
Ever since that night, our sex has been no holds barred and absolutely fabulous.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I would have to say that having my clit played with during
vaginal intercourse would have to be my favorite. It drives me absolutely wild.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: I love a man to put one finger in my vagina as he
is licking my clit and the surrounding areas slow and gently. And as he is doing
that, I like for him to use his other hand to gently play with one of my nipples.
Applied to Intercourse:: To have my clit played with gently, but not to the point
of orgasm. I love to be on the edge, then aggressively pushed over as my partner
is ready to cum.
What is your favorite sexual position?: Doggie style.
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: I enjoy Anal Intercourse.

What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: It is a whole different sensation.
I enjoy it as long as it feels good. There are times when for whatever reason it
just does not feel good, and that is rather disappointing. I would have to say
that I dislike the fact that it doesn't always feel good.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: I would advise them to make sure that it is something that the partner
really wants. Then take it easy and be gentle unless you are told otherwise by
the partner. Ask them if it feels good. In my opinion that kind of communication
during sex is always a plus. Comfort is the key when having anal sex, no matter
how experienced you are at it.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: I enjoy a man to slide a few fingers in
my vagina while having anal intercourse.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Yes I have. I have a rather sensitive back,
usually very ticklish. However, when it is licked, and kissed, and sucked the
right way I is a definite g-spot for me. This particular orgasm that I had was
definitely different from any other I had ever had. The sensations were
different.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: No I haven't.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: See Question #5. :)
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Juanita () on Monday, October 18, 1999 at 19:44:28
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 18
What makes a man a great lover?: When he is sensual and sexual in bed. He knows
what you want and he gives you the orgasm of your dreams.
Does penis size matter?: As long as it is not to small to feel great sensation,
no.
What is the perfect penis size?: 7in. and real thick
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique, definitely
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: One night this tutor
came over to help me study. It was hot in our room so we went outside by the
lake. We were studying health and about anatomy and he in detail showed me every
part of the body and then we had hot sex. And the next day I aced the test.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I like when we do it on the dryer

Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: when he fingers and eats at the same time
Applied to Intercourse:: when he varies his speed
What is your favorite sexual position?: sitting position
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: yuck
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: go find a homosexual
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I want to have sex on the beach
with a hot one night stand on new years eve
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
GH () on Monday, October 18, 1999 at 20:54:43
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 35
What makes a man a great lover?: allot of rubbing kissing and sucking. and not
being afraid to PLAY!!
Does penis size matter?: no
What is the perfect penis size?: smaller than bigger
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: must say it was 2 guys
at the same time. all the playing and attention to my body
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: oral sex
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: giving head
Applied to Intercourse:: laying on the edge of the bed and having the man stand

up and give it to me.
What is your favorite sexual position?: on top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: fingering most
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: sometimes the pain
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: take time and be easy
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: rubbing mostly
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: very intense last a long time
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: yes with any type of sex
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: to have many sexy men jack off
on me while I lay in the floor and play with my self.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
cs () on Monday, October 18, 1999 at 20:57:06
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 33
What makes a man a great lover?: A great lover knows how to please their partner.
Oral sex, controlling their orgasm ( if it is a man ), not say I am sorry when the
blow there wad
Does penis size matter?: I think it matters. I like to a big penis, I like to
feel filled.
What is the perfect penis size?: 9" long & 5" thickness
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual Technique. Even if
you have the tool, they may not how to use it.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: We were driving on I95
S going to Daytona. It was at night an I was horny. I started playing with myself
while my husband was driving. I had made myself very wet and I needed some
relief, I started playing with his penis. He became fully aroused, then I climbed
on top of him while he was driving 90 m.p.h. down the road. I rode him hard until
we both came. It was wild.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives

you wild in bed?: After I am hot, wet, and wild I like for my clit to be bit and
my ass played with
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: My clit sucked on, bit, my ass played with
Applied to Intercourse:: It drives me wild to be getting it from behind.
What is your favorite sexual position?: From behind
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: It all
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: It takes me out of this world if I
am ready for it, I hate when he is in a hurry and no lubrication. That hurts.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Take it slow and easy. Make sure the partner is comfortable with it.
And make it feel great.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: I love to have a vibrator in my ass
while my clit is being ate.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Yes. Some orgasms feel nice, some feel great,
and some you can't even feel anything any more. You are just having one after
another. You no longer feel as if you are in your own body or this world.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: Yes. I can feel the juices
bursting out of me and running down the balls of my partner. The bed will have a
wet spot. I relax during sex and go with the feeling.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I would love to have sex with
my partner and another female. I think it would be so sexy to eat the pussy of a
woman while having my pussy ate by my partner. To suck on my partners penis while
my fingers are inside a pussy. Thinking of it makes me horny
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Tammy () on Monday, October 18, 1999 at 22:29:05
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 24
What makes a man a great lover?: When he takes his time and makes you feel like a
princess. He kisses your back and other sexy body parts. He bathes you in a
bubble bath and feeds you wine and strawberries!
Does penis size matter?: NO, as long as it works. If it big try and work with
it!!!

What is the perfect penis size?: 6 inches and 3 inches in diameter
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Technique because it isn't
the size, its the motion in the ocean baby!!!
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: I once had sex on the
beach in the fall and the sand was kind of cold but we did it all night to the
sound of the waves then we went and swam naked then we went to a big rock and has
sex there with the water brushing up on us and it was the best! It was also my
first time!!!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I just simply like a man to kiss my neck and back and blow on
my back!!!
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: Nice and slow!!
Applied to Intercourse:: A Romantic and dark environment!!
What is your favorite sexual position?: I like it all!!!
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Roleplay
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: It hurts to bad an it makes me
feel dirty!
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Be careful and go nice and slow!!!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: I DONT LIKE IT!!!
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: NOT YET!!!
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: I haven't yet. Only had sex
twice!!
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I want a man to come pick me up
at my house and him blindfold me! I want the man to be rough looking and strong!
He takes me to the beach and no one is there. It is fall and there is a slight
breeze. He takes my blindfold off and there is a campfire and a blanket with
wine and a picnic dinner. I love vanilla wafers and her spells "I love you" out
in the cookies. We then make love on the beach with the breeze off the water
chilling our bodies and when we are done he holds me while we are wrapped in a
blanket and sleep on the beach!!!
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by

Rytia () on Tuesday, October 19, 1999 at 12:57:06
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 22
What makes a man a great lover?: Being creative
Does penis size matter?: to a point, you want to be able to feel him
What is the perfect penis size?: about 7 inches, 3 inches around
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: One time me and my
boyfriend were feeling really adventurous so we went to the football stadium at
our college and made love for about 3 hours. We were right near the security so it
was fun to do, but exciting knowing we could get caught.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: the way he flicks his tongue on my clitoris drives me crazy, or
sometimes when we are making love in the doggy-style position, he'll slap my ass!
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: stated above
Applied to Intercourse:: grabbing hair while making love from behind
What is your favorite sexual position?: doggy style
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: oral!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I did not enjoy anal sex at all it
was ver painful for me
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: lubrication, and more lubrication
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none, bad experience for me
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: yes, just last week, the thing that was
different about this one was I was able to have two orgasms minutes a part and
that usually does not happen
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: I'm not one of the lucky ones
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: being tied up and him having
his way wit me
Submit: Submit Query
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Emma () on Tuesday, October 19, 1999 at 13:03:05
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 28
What makes a man a great lover?: How the size of their penis is mostly. The way
he can thrust into my vagina.
Does penis size matter?: Of course it matters! when he sticks his penis in my
mouth I want to choke on it.
What is the perfect penis size?: The perfect size would be: 8 inches up and 3
inches around.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Size. I'll teach them
technique.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: One time a guy and
this other girl went at it and before we climaxed we would stop for a minute and
a half then start again so the entire thing was a remarkably hour and a half
long!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: 69 is my favorite.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: 69!!!!!!!
Applied to Intercourse:: He's lying down and I'm on top of him bouncing.
What is your favorite sexual position?: See question #7
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: intercourse is the best.
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: The shit on my face afterwards.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Start slowly then speed up and then go slow again...etc.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: When I'm down on my knees and then he
sticks me.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: I haven't
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: Not that either
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: To be in a room with 5 virgin
women and 3 men fucking me and just me.

Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
PENNI () on Tuesday, October 19, 1999 at 13:57:33
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 40
What makes a man a great lover?: CARRESSING THE BREAST AND ANUS
Does penis size matter?: BIGGER AND HARDER MAKES YOU GO GO GO
What is the perfect penis size?: 6 INCHES
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: BOTH NO EXPLANATION
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: FANTASY THINKING OF
SOMEONE ELSE FIRST TIME MY ANUS WAS KISSED AND ENTERED IT WAS GREAT
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: ANUS AND EATING OF THE CLIT
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: SUCK CLIT HARD
Applied to Intercourse:: RAMMING THE HARD COCK
What is your favorite sexual position?: DOGGY
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: ALL THE ABOVE
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: NOTHING
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: SLOW AND GENTLE
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: LICKING AT THE ANUS
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: YES THAT IS THE GREATEST IT WILL DRIVE YOU
CRAZY
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: YES IT IS HARD TO EXPLAIN
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: 2 MEN
Submit: Submit Query
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
L () on Tuesday, October 19, 1999 at 14:22:37
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 49
What makes a man a great lover?: A good mind; a caring person; a dick that is
slow to come
Does penis size matter?: Only as long as it isn't in the extreme of any range.
What he does with it is most important. I've had a rather small one, a VERY LARGE
one and several that are "average". I like the average best.
What is the perfect penis size?: 5-7 inches in length and about 5 inches around
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Technique! The guy who had
the monster cock just didn't do a lot for me. I was aroused by the sight and the
prospect but....he just couldn't use it. Perhaps it wa due to his relatively
young age (18). My husband is just average but makes me come up to 4 times a
fuck, though usually at the nd of the day oncee or twicee and we are both off to
dreeamland.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: I was 17 and had a
group encounter with 3 guys and one other girl. I decline to go further.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Oral sex on me with a finger or 2 inserted anally.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: See abovee
Applied to Intercourse:: I like to be on top and reeally ride his cock.
What is your favorite sexual position?: on top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: fingers during oral sex
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I just feels uncomfortable.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Use plenty of lubrication
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: No, I don't think so
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: Yes I have...not suree how to
achievee it. It just happens sometimes when I am very aroused.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: To make love with another

woman.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Jake () on Tuesday, October 19, 1999 at 15:54:44
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 46
What makes a man a great lover?: Gentle, takes his time and is as interested in
my pleasure as he is in his.
Does penis size matter?: No
What is the perfect penis size?: 1 3/4 "X 6"
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: My husband wrote an
erotic story based on my fantasies and we then acted them out. Both of us ended
pusing to new limits.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Oral sex when he also uses both thumbs to rub my clit
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: See above
Applied to Intercourse:: When he comes up behind me and cups my breasts, kissing
my neck as he slowly massages my clit. At a certain point he bends me over and
enters me while continuing to rub me. All this time I watch in the mirror, it's
like being a peeping tom on yourself.
What is your favorite sexual position?: Anything with me on top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: na
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: na
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Don't
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: na
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: Yes. Once when my husband went down on me he
used a finger inside me. The angles were different and he found a spot that I
didn't know about. I had two very distinct, powerfull and separate orgasms.

Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I want to be a porn star in a
movie in which my husband is the director and I have two men doing me.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Michelle () on Tuesday, October 19, 1999 at 18:38:01
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 18
What makes a man a great lover?: A man is a great lover when he can please you in
any way imaginable and never have you lying in bed wondering "when is this going
to be over!" He should also show control, add some pinching, commands, and
handcuffs always help!
Does penis size matter?: Yes, Penis size does matter, because if he has two
inches, there is no way a woman could be pleased!
What is the perfect penis size?: A penis about 9 inches and about 6 inches around
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual Technique matters the
most because a man could have 10 inches but if he has no technique, a woman would
be left unsatisfied
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: My lover had lite
candles all around our bed (He had put the mattress on the floor). He played
romantic music and had brought whipped cream, strawberries, hot fudge, cherries,
anything imaginable. He pored the hot fudge all over my legs and between, then
licked every bit off. He fed me strawberries will he licked whipped cream off of
my breast. Foreplay lasted for hours that night. After the foreplay, he got very
rough telling me what to do to him, telling me what he was going to do to me,
etc. Then when we were both very sexually excited, he threw me on my stomach, and
fucked me doggie-style for at least 30 minutes. He had started off slowly but
about 10 minutes into it, he was thrusting his hard cock into me as fast and hard
as he possibly could. That was the best sex I have ever had.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Oral sex, I love to have my clit licked
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: Pulling my pussy lips back with both hands and
licking very hard on my clit. Flicking it back and forth with the tongue.
Applied to Intercourse:: lkll;kj
What is your favorite sexual position?: Doggie style
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No

What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I have never had anal sex
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: none
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: Have never had anal sex
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: I have never had any orgasm except a G-spot
orgasim
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: My most desired sexual fantasy
is to have a three-some with two other women. I would lick their pussies for
hours.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
belinda () on Tuesday, October 19, 1999 at 19:34:32
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 29
What makes a man a great lover?: the way he goes down on me the way he knows what
and where to touch.
Does penis size matter?: well his is pritty big so not really.
What is the perfect penis size?: 20-30cm or bigger and thick
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: it all happened in the
back seat off his car,it was with my secound lover,he started kissin me in places
my other boyfriend didn't even think bout.
well he went down on me and mind u he knew what he was doin and came back up
kissin/eatin at my breast.and then he slowly put his strong hands up my dress and
i laid back and he kept tochin me in places i never knew where tochable...thats
all i remember,it was that good!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: him lyin down and me on top off him
or
me lyin down with my legs up and my arms holdin my feet while his goin strong
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: holdin my legs up and have my lover lick fast or
slow

Applied to Intercourse:: as above but have him go fast and slow,hard when i
please
What is your favorite sexual position?: as above
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: all of the
above(fingering,intercourse,oral,and lickin)
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: it's different and enjoyable
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: well if u either of u don't like it at the start don't go on,there's
other times u can do it like when u are drunk,damn booze makes sex feel damn good
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: ok say ur on a couch and my head is
facin the floor and his on top of me thrustin and pullin
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: not really
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: have a man start off with
holdin my vagina ferm and lickin it till i spill and then work his way up to my
bell where he fingers my pussy with one hand and the other just runnin up my legs
to my breast.then he kisses all the g-spots(my collar bone,my jaw just behind my
ear and my eyes and lips,then him just goin absolutaly wild doggy style and
bronko and the lion style to till my pussy line is so red i can't walk
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Jaina () on Tuesday, October 19, 1999 at 19:39:03
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 24
What makes a man a great lover?: Hes gotta be tender and like to play around in
bed a little! Hes also gotta like it HOT cause I do.
Does penis size matter?: Yes! I want a HUGE COCK to play with. It also feels
better when he shoves it up my pussy.
What is the perfect penis size?: About 6-7 inches long, 27mm around.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Technique. Size doesn't
matter as much as how you use ir!
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: When my boyfriend gave

it to me analy, vaginaly, everyway! I was semenated all over and fucked till I
couldn't stand up.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: When he is doing me analy, then sticks his finger in my vagina
as well.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: When he probes my genitals with his tongue!
Applied to Intercourse:: Just really, really deep while he licks me all over.
What is your favorite sexual position?: On top!
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Intercourse.
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I enjoy the feeling, though my ass
is contracted afterward.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Well, just like vaginal, DEEP with licking.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: When he licks me and shoves it in me all
at once.
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: 10 men in the bed sticking it
in me all over!
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Alexis () on Tuesday, October 19, 1999 at 21:23:58
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 23
What makes a man a great lover?: What makes a man a great lover does not come
from his loin it comes from his heart. Although his loin has a great deal to do
with it. A great lover comes with the passion you have for a woman wether it is a
one night stand or a forever deal.
Does penis size matter?: In a way it does and then in a way it doesn't...as they
say "it's not the size of the boat it's how you rock it"
What is the perfect penis size?: there is no perfect size.

Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: technique of course...
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: One night my husband
and I were just sitting there watching T.V. and something just came over me and I
started to remove my clothes in the most provocative manner I could foresee
myself doing...we started in the living room and then ended up in the
bedroom...first slow and easy...then fast and hard...I had multiple orgasms that
night...and what made it so great was knowing that we weren't just f***ing...we
were making love.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Licking my nipples slow and easy then taking his hand a just
slightly barely touching them while I am riding him...that is what drives me
crazy.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: 69...need I say more?
Applied to Intercourse:: doggie style is one favorite but the absolute favorite
is me riding him
What is your favorite sexual position?: riding him
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: fingering and intercourse...really all of
it...
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I don't know...it just sends a
chill up my spine everytime..no matter what kind of Anal Sex it is...
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: slow and easy at first otherwise you will get turned off really quick!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: there's too many things that drive me
wild in bed...
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no, I haven't....wish I could...or would.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: not really sure...
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: this page really isn't long
enough to describe my greatest fantasy....sorry
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Karry () on Tuesday, October 19, 1999 at 23:16:11
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 21

What makes a man a great lover?: Ability to take time to please a woman, willing
to do anything to please you, talks dirty, large penis:)extended oral sex
Does penis size matter?: yes, it does A big penis feel bigger and deeper
What is the perfect penis size?: 8 1/2 in

5 1/2 around

Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: size, if all else fails, I
can atleast please myself
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: First orgasm at 20
yrs. dirty talk, ate me out for hours while fingering deep inside
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: missionary, legs on shoulders
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: sucking, licking clit
Applied to Intercourse:: deep, hard
What is your favorite sexual position?: missionary
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: fingering
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: hurts
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: be very gentle, it really hurts
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: no comment
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: yes, much more intense, hotter inside
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: yes, deep fingering of g spot,
during oral sex
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: Tell me I'm beautiful, tell me
how much you like it and how good it feels
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Lisa () on Wednesday, October 20, 1999 at 01:16:21
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 18

What makes a man a great lover?: Someone who pays full attention to me and knows
what I want. He's slow and gently. Yet at the same time sexy and strong. He
knows what he's doing and he's confident, but a little playful at the same time.
He's more interested in pleasing me than pleasing himself. He can give great
massages and makes me feel like the most beautiful woman in the world when he
looks at me. He never makes me feel embarrassed to be naked in front of hime, he
cherishes my skin with every touch and every look. He loves me and loves
pleasing me.
Does penis size matter?: I wouldn't know I've only had sex with one guy. I would
say it does a little bit, but only for stimulation purposes. Beyond that it's
more how he can make you feel before and after sex that counts.
What is the perfect penis size?: don't know...
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique, if a guy
has sexual technique he'll be able to please you no matter how big his penis is
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: My boyfriend and I
were lying on his bed and I got incredibly turned on and wanted him so bad. We
started to grope each other so passionately it was almost as if our hands were
reaching down into each other pulling out our desire and want. We were both
turned on so much it made sex great!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: kissing the back of my neck
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: licking my clitoris with pressure
Applied to Intercourse:: when I'm on top, thrusting with me while I rock, this
helps to stimulate my clitoris
What is your favorite sexual position?: depends, right now me on bottom him on
top the traditional position
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: doesn't appeal to me
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: never experienced it
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: I don't know
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: don't have any
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: I don't know what a G-Spot Orgasm is
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no, never
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: don't have one

Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Angel () on Wednesday, October 20, 1999 at 02:54:53
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 18
What makes a man a great lover?: being generous to the woman, giving her pleasure
as well as himself. eating her out if she sucks his cock. you know equal
pleasure.
Does penis size matter?: nope. it's good both ways. if it's small then it has
lots of room to move and it feels good. if it's big you can feel it all. so size
don't matter.
What is the perfect penis size?: 5 1/2 in. lenth, 5 1/2 in. around
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual Technique. if he
don't know how to move it then i don't get pleasured. 'cuz boy, i like their
dicks anyway size.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: i slept over his
parents house. they thought i was their for their daughter. in the middle of the
night, i woke him up and we went to the attic. first i started to suck his cock.
then he started to eat me out. then we got in a 69 postition. then we started to
fuck in every postition we could think of. it lasted for 3 hours. then we just
kissed and macked until early morning. then i went back to where i was suposed to
be sleeping.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: i just like my legs up on his shoulders while he's on top and
he fucks me really hard and fast.
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: when he's fingering me while lickin' my clit
Applied to Intercourse:: when he's fucking me from behind (doggy style)and
squeezing my tits. and his other hand is rubbing my clit.
What is your favorite sexual position?: doggy style
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none, never tried it.
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: it's hurts when he tried to get in
me so i stoped him.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: go slow

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: nothing
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: ??? don't know where my g-spot is???
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: having sex on top of a car
during a thunderstorm. we'd be wet as hell and cold as hell. and get on top of
the car or me sittin' on it and he's standing. and we're just fucking really hard
and fast.
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
kally () on Wednesday, October 20, 1999 at 12:41:40
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 38
What makes a man a great lover?: Attention to foreplay and the likes of the
partner
Does penis size matter?: Yes to a certain extent it is, but it is really more a
case of what the man does with it
What is the perfect penis size?: 7 inches x 2 inches
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual Technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: No comment
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Oral sex being performed on me while he has his finger in my
ass
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: Tonguing my clitoris
Applied to Intercourse:: Slow methodical massaging of my clitiris
What is your favorite sexual position?: Doggy
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: Oral
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: Sometimes a little painful
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: If it feel good do it, if the partner agrees to try it

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: No comment
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: More intense sometimes
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: No
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: Making it with a girl and a man
at the same time
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
Amanda () on Wednesday, October 20, 1999 at 13:01:33
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 27
What makes a man a great lover?: The way tthey always try to be so careful like
if they touch you to hard you might break
Does penis size matter?: Yes and no
if i was not married it would matter, buti am and i love my husband...he doesn't
have a huge cock but he knows how to drive me wild with it
What is the perfect penis size?: 8 and 1/2 long by 1 and 1/2 thick
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual technique...because
if a man knows just what buttons to push that it doesn't matter the size of his
dick
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: my most memorable
experience was on my weddingight when i was eighteen..it was nothing erotic, it
was because i was a virgin

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: when the guy rubs his prick all around my vaginal area before
slamming it into me
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: when my husband sucks my clit while moving back
and forth with his tougue
Applied to Intercourse:: just when a prick is being drivin into me
What is your favorite sexual position?: either side ways or the guy on top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: i dont enjoy it

What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: it hurts too much to get any
plesure out of it
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: just make sure your partners anus is big enough to fit your cock
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: nope
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: nope
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: to make passionate love on the
beach of a deserted island on a stary night in august
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
asil () on Wednesday, October 20, 1999 at 13:33:42
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 21
What makes a man a great lover?: He knows what makes me hot
Does penis size matter?: To a point. It cant be too small and too big just
scares me
It is just all about how you can work it!!
What is the perfect penis size?: 8 inches long and about 4 inches
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Sexual Technique because if
one doesnt know how to move then size wont have any matter
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: when i moved into my
new apartment my new boyfriend and I made love in the front of the building on
the hud of the car
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I love to be kissed all over with soft touches
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: I loved to be rubbed
Applied to Intercourse:: I like to be on top to hit the g-spot
What is your favorite sexual position?: On top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No

What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: NONE
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: IT IS SICK
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: DONT DO IT
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: DONT DO IT
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: I have not had a regular organsim I always
have a g-spot `
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: NO
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I am not telling you that
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
misty () on Wednesday, October 20, 1999 at 14:08:22
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 29
What makes a man a great lover?: a man that enjoys giving pleasure, taking his
time.
Does penis size matter?: I believe it matters to some not all. I personally like
at least a six inch penis. I personally believe because of size it feels more
pleasurable. simply put; if it's bigger you can feel it better.
What is the perfect penis size?: 6 to 7 inches long and about 2 inches thick
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Technique, even if a man has
a large penis if hes rough or to quick it's not pleasurable, therefore technique
matters most.
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: whwn my husband and I
were separated for about 6 months, we slept together one night and it was the
most hot erotic experience of my life! I believe what made it so was we had not
had sex with each other in 6 months , and after having sex with someone else who
didn"t know what I liked I was very turned on by my experience with my husband
who after 8 years knew exactly how to turn me on! we spent the whole night having
hot sex! we each got off 3 to 4 times each! needless to say after that we worked
out our problems and to this day are still having the best sex!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I love it when my husband gets really turned on and gets a
little forceful with me, such as puts me where he wants me and sticks his dick to
my mouth. I like it when he fucks me fast and then slow again. My favorite
technique is when I get on top and lay all the way down on him, my back to his

chest, then he fingers my clit really lightly just enough to make me want more
and more, then stops just before I cum and then does it again and again ect. util
I beg him to make me cum!
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: I like it when my husband starts by kissing and
sucking my nipples until I'm hot, then moves down to my pussy and starts by
licking me very softly and slowly until I'm pracically screaming for release!
Then he stops and moves back to my nipples again and sucks them harder this
time,until I'm a little calmer and then he starts licking and sucking my clit
again! It abso..lutely drives me wild! finally he sucks my clit hard until I have
the most awesome orgasm ever!I just love how my husband does that!
Applied to Intercourse:: I like it when my husband fucks me from behind slowly
and deeply. It feels awesome!
What is your favorite sexual position?: me on top back to chest
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: intrcourse
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I enjoy it because it feels good, I
dislike it because it's kinda gross afterwards.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Use k-y to penetrate easier,go slowly, get your woman very turned on
first!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: just like it when I'm very hot I like it
slow then fast
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: All of the above described in
the same night!
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
KL () on Wednesday, October 20, 1999 at 14:26:52
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 19
What makes a man a great lover?: He Knows how to make me feel important and he
also gives
great head He gives me uncontrolable orgasms he loves me
so much to he tells me he loves me all the time.

Does penis size matter?: Yes if he is really big it gives you a better orgasms
also you have
to feel it go in or it is not worth it they just look
better to.
What is the perfect penis size?: 7to9 inches long 4to6 inches arround I am just
estimateing.
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: Mostly the Technique he has
to know how to work it!
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: My boyfriend used ice
cubes and he lit candles we had the
best time loveing each other I loved it We had hard rough sex to.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I love getting head by my boyfriend he teases me so much
also I love Doggystyle
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: I like to get head in circular motions
also he sucks and stops and starts.
Applied to Intercourse:: Hard and rough but still makeing love not fucking.
What is your favorite sexual position?: Rock and roll, spyder web, 69
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: never done it
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I have never tried it.
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: never done it
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: I have never done it
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: It is totally different from a normal orgasm
It
drives me crazy You can only have it doggystyle.
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: Yes It has to be the right man I
can only have them with my
current boyfriend thats How I know he is the one
They are great.
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: To have a threesome with two
guys.
Submit: Submit Query
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
la () on Wednesday, October 20, 1999 at 15:33:54
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 18
What makes a man a great lover?: If he knows what he is doing
Does penis size matter?: to me yes it does the bigger the better
What is the perfect penis size?: 7 or bigger
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: both, if it is small he
needs to know how to work it
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: no comment
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: when a man goes down on me
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: no comment
Applied to Intercourse:: no comment
What is your favorite sexual position?: it has to be everyone you could think of
but doggy style
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: fingering is ok
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: it is painful
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: tell them it hurts
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: no comment
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no comment
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: yes, it was great i got it when he
was going down on me
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: none
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
katy () on Wednesday, October 20, 1999 at 16:39:58

--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 19
What makes a man a great lover?: the body movement-not the size.
Does penis size matter?: no-if he has good movement he makes up for that
What is the perfect penis size?: 6-5
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?:
technique-movement,movement,movement
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: w/ anthony he
was my latiest
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: me on top
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: applied
Applied to Intercourse:: intercourse
What is your favorite sexual position?: huh?
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: intercourse
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: love it he is in control
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: go softer at fist let her get used to it
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: harder-harder-harder
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: YES anthony #1
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: my baby loves to watch so i do it
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: 2 anthony
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
la buena () on Wednesday, October 20, 1999 at 17:20:21
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 25

What makes a man a great lover?: he knows where to touch
Does penis size matter?: not if they know how to use it
What is the perfect penis size?: size doesn't matter but usually the bigger the
better
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: I made love in a tree
it was exciting cause there was
people beneath us who did not know we were there
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: when he eats me out
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: the best
Applied to Intercourse:: the longer they last the better
What is your favorite sexual position?: on top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: fingering
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: it hurts like a mother
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: make sure they are somewhere where people won't hear her
screaming
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: none
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: haven't had one yet
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: yes, I don't know how I had it
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: having sex on the beach
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
PS () on Wednesday, October 20, 1999 at 19:06:30
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 19
What makes a man a great lover?: Personally I thing gentleness, and sensitivity
is what makes man a good lover, and the fact that most guys are turned on by

pleasing a woman, unfortunately my hubby doesn't' have these traits.
Does penis size matter?: No, the man just has to know how to please with what he
has
What is the perfect penis size?: 6in, and 3in thick, I think, heck I don't know
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual Technique, like I
said it doesn't matter if a guy has a foot long, if he don't know how to work it
it ain't gonna do no good
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: don't really have a
favorite, not much experience
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I like my hubby to use popcicles, when he does oral sex, and I
don't mean putting them in me, he eats them or rubs it on me the cold is great,
and he likes the flavor
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: same as #6
Applied to Intercourse:: to have him in the sitting position on the bed, and me
on top straddling him, slowly, with him playing with my breast
What is your favorite sexual position?: same as #7 part 2
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: never tried any
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: never tried anal sex
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: never tried anal sex
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: never tried anal sex
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: no
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: I don't think so
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: hum... my fantasy is to get
extremely kinky with my hubby you know the chains toys hand cuffs anything
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
tweety () on Wednesday, October 20, 1999 at 19:12:03
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Please give us your age: 23
What makes a man a great lover?: The things that I think would make a man a great
lover,
would be one that he was more into making sure the woman
was getting her pleasure first and also to spend allot more
time on foreplay, not just rushing into the bumping and
grinding we women need to be warmed up just like your cars
do!
Does penis size matter?: yes it does matter if its too small and you can't feel
it
what's the point of sex, and if its too big it might be
painful. But its not only the size its how they use it.
What is the perfect penis size?: @ 6 1/4 long and 4 1/4 around
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique because a
guy may have the right size but that doesn't mean he knows how to use it
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: I can't say that I can
answer this because the sex just keeps getting better with my partner
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: when my neck gets nibbled on kissed on or lightly bitten
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: I like it when I am receiving oral sex and my
anus is getting stimulated at the same time
Applied to Intercourse:: when I am riding the man and I tell him to just lay
there and shut up
What is your favorite sexual position?: on top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: All of them
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I enjoy the fact that it adds
something new to do in our sex life
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: Don't push them when and if they are ready they will let you know
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: I like to have anal sex when I am riding
the man
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: They are just about the same the g spot ones
last a little longer
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: nope can't say that I have

Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: no comment
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
mYRA () on Wednesday, October 20, 1999 at 20:04:12
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 18
What makes a man a great lover?: HOW SWEET HE IS AND THE WAY HE TREATS U FIRST
Does penis size matter?: YES BECAUSE IF A GUYS PENIS IS REALLY THIN IT SUX
BECAUSE U DONT GET OFF
What is the perfect penis size?: 7" LONG AND 4" ROUND
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: SIZE!!! BECAUSE IF A GUY HAS
A SMALL PENIS AND HE HAS GOOD TEQUNIQUE IT DOESN'T MATTER I WANT THE
THIKNESS
BABY!
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: from BEHIND!!!! I HAD
THE LONGEST BEST ORGASM CAUSE IT MY G SPOT
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: GETTING EATIN OUT AND FINGERED AT THE SAME TIME
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: A FAST QUICK STRONG FAT TONGUE
Applied to Intercourse:: SWIRLING IN A CIRCLE
What is your favorite sexual position?: MISSIONARY
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: FINGERING EATING OUT
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I THINK ITS REPULSIVE
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: DONT DO IT!
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: I HATE IT!
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: yes its intense u feel it all over
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: yes retract your muscles
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: in a waterfall in front of a

girl
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
piggy () on Wednesday, October 20, 1999 at 22:09:24
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 26
What makes a man a great lover?: not being in a hurry to "get it over with".
touching and loving. the flirting in the beginning
Does penis size matter?: it doesn't to a point. my ex had a really small one
that would have been ok, really, if he knew how to use it.
What is the perfect penis size?: 6" long, and 1" to 1-1/2" thick
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: DEFINATELY TECHNIQUE. for
instance, stick your finger in your ear, and take it out, now stick it in and
wiggle it around a little...which one makes your ear tingle...not the sticking it
in and taking it out, you gotta do something!!!
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: there has been a
couple that stick out. only because it was with the man I loved deeply at the
time. more specifically is making love when the two parties are in sync. it
starts off good, with no pre-conceived notion, or any planning. just the not
knowing what is going to happen made it very sexy
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: definitely getting oral sex by my current boyfriend, who really
knows how to use his tongue!!!
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: pretty much the same ol' thing. a slow, wet oral
kiss with plenty of tongue. it's all good!
Applied to Intercourse:: slow, sensual intercourse is the best for me. some ass
slapping is a definite plus when getting it from behind. allot of grabbing too
What is your favorite sexual position?: from behind
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: licking, and a little fingering
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: most guys aren't slow or patient
enough, and some don't realize that it really does hurt!
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: SLOW DOWN AND USE ALOT OF VASELINE

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: NONE
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: definitely a whole body experience. it's
deeper and effects things that you wouldn't expect to effect
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: nope
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: already came true. still
thinking of a new one
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
suzy Q () on Thursday, October 21, 1999 at 12:32:52
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 46
What makes a man a great lover?: being aware of his partner needs making sure the
other is comfortable. being gentle and not being afraid to explore
Does penis size matter?: I don't think so but once I had a man with a very small
penis and I did not have a very good time, I was to worried I was doing something
wrong.
What is the perfect penis size?: 6" to 7"long & 1 1/2 to 2" wide
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: we made love for hour
changing position and maintaining our passion for each other.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: I love have my breast sucked while reaching orgasm
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: fingering the anal area
Applied to Intercourse:: sucking my breasts.
What is your favorite sexual position?: anal
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: Yes
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: all
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: fingering and licking are my
favorite
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: be gentle and patient do not try to rush it and use plenty

of lubricant. make her feel that you love her for doing such a personal act with
you.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: fingering or using vibrator on my clit
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: yes - it was wonderful much more intense
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: yes - wonderful
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: having two men at one time
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
ch () on Thursday, October 21, 1999 at 12:53:13
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 18
What makes a man a great lover?: I think a man who is a great lover is that they
always remind you how much you mean to them
Does penis size matter?: no just because
What is the perfect penis size?: 5 inches long
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique because it
should be satisfying
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: don't have one right
now
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: when he goes down on me
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: both
Applied to Intercourse:: everything
What is your favorite sexual position?: on a chair
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: don't know.. ever tried it
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: looks painful
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: nothing

Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: haven't tried it
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: never had one
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: ?
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: sex on the beach
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
babygirl () on Thursday, October 21, 1999 at 13:03:43
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 19
What makes a man a great lover?: a sensitive person that cares about your needs,
doesn't push to hard, likes oral sex, doesn't get obsessed with sucking tits
Does penis size matter?: I think in a way it does cause I hate huge guys cause
they hurt and rip you and it's painful, but I think it doesn't matter cause I
have to be in love with a person to sleep with them so if we are having sex than
there is already something there besides the size of his penis
What is the perfect penis size?: I would say about 7-8inches long and about as
thick as a silver dollar
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique cause if he
has the best toy and doesn't know how to use it then what good is the toy?
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: I made a porno with my
boyfriend and we had sex over and over without stopping as soon as he would go
limp he'd keep it in and we'd do all sorts of different foreplay and then we go at
it again then we did a 69
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: it drives me wild when my boyfriend nipples on my neck and
slowly puts in his penis and gives me a holds me while he does it
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: I love it when someone eats me out with ice in
his mouth
Applied to Intercourse:: puts whip cream on his penis
What is your favorite sexual position?: me on the bottom and him on the top
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No
Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: No
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none

What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: it's gross and I've heard that it
hurts
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: change your mind
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: nothing I don't like anal sex and I've
never done it
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: I'm not sure I've had very intense orgasms
before
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I want to have sex on padre
island with the tide rolling over us and the sun beaming down
Submit: Submit Query
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
jen () on Thursday, October 21, 1999 at 13:06:56
--------------------------------------------------------------------------Please give us your age: 17
What makes a man a great lover?: he has to have love for the woman he is sleeping
with, knowledge of the female body and a sensitive touch
Does penis size matter?: Not really, Short and fat is better than long and thin
though, it feels so much better to be filled up, if you know what I mean
What is the perfect penis size?: 10 inches by 4 thick
Which matters to you most Size or Sexual Technique?: sexual technique, it is no
point for a man to have a huge penis if he doesn't know how to please you
Describe in detail your most memorable favorite pleasurable intense or erotic
sexual experience you have ever had? And what made it so?: It was my first time
with my boy friend, for both of us, It was so enjoyable because we love each
other so much, which made it special for us.
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed?: Cow girl , for the simple reason I like to have something
between my legs
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex:: Never tried, sorry
Applied to Intercourse:: multiple orgasms, in any way possible
What is your favorite sexual position?: Cow girl
Do you enjoy Anal Sex?: No

Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?: Yes
What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy?: none
What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex?: I don't like the thought of having a
guy in there that's all
What advice would you give men that want to try anal intercourse with their
partners?: lubrication
Describe your favorite sexual technique that when done to you absolutely drives
you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?: I don't like anal sex
Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm?: sorry again, no I haven't
Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation?: not so as I could describe it, no
Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy?: I like to think of me and my
boyfriend of two year, but together with another woman, I guess you could say I'm
bi-sexual
Submit: Submit Query
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

Summary
Question #1 - Question #1 - What makes a man a great lover?
We found that the willingness to please a woman and put her sexual
desires and needs equal or before the mans was a very common theme.
And many women also expressed that the need to feel that they are
important to their lover and feel emotional involved rather than just
physically.
We also found that many women would like their partner to actually
ask her what she wants. For instance could be with a women that has
certain desires that you will never know about just because you never
asked. So ask her outside of bed, "What kind of sex do you like?",
"Describe to me what is great or perfect sex to you?", When you have
this information you have her blueprint for great sex! So now you can
give it to her. When in bed don't be afraid to ask her if something you
are doing to her feels good or if it feel better than something else, let her
guide you.

Another theme that was mentioned allot was not to rush, take your time
and pay attention to the women whole body and kiss her all over not
just the breasts and genital areas.
Question #2 - Does penis size matter? (Be 100% Honest and tell us why
it does or does not?)
For some women penis size does matter allot! And for others it does not.
The funny thing is some women would say not really but then when
answering the next question "What is the perfect penis size?" they
would say 8" 9" long which is about the top 10% of penis size, and
others would say yes I want a big one and say 6", so either they have not
measured a penis or there perceptions of big are very different….
Question #3 - What is the perfect penis size? ( Length & Thickness if
you wrapped a tape measure around it.)
Most women said between 6.5" - 7" and around 5"circumfrence, it is
also clear that some women did not understand the measurement of
circumference as some of the measurements were so small that they
could have only been in diameter. There are always going to be women
that just want a huge man, so if you are not really big either use our
Penis of Steel Manual to gain size or find another women that does not
care as much. And it's not always that you are small, some times they
are just too big!
Question #4 - Which matters to you most, Size or Sexual Technique? (
Please explain why?)
Almost 99% said technique matters more than size and even those that
said size mattered also said that without technique what was the point!
Better get those techniques and ejaculatory control down, read our
Penis of Steel Manual……… Also we notices that the younger women
(18-21) were more concerned with size that the older more experienced
ones (25+).

Question #5 - Describe in detail your most memorable, favorite,
pleasurable, intense or erotic sexual experience you have ever had? And
what made it so? Three main themes seemed to come up here one was

the first time they had really great sex with a new lover. And the other
was when they had sex in an exotic location or a semi-public location in
which there was risk to being caught and usually both combined. So this
tell us that the fear and risk of being caught made the event much more
exciting. While I doubt any of them actually want to be caught, they
seem to enjoy the risk and the newness of the whole thing. So how can
we use this information? Well, first you can in you own house, have sex
all over the house rather than your bedroom, this will spice things up a
bit, and you can leave the curtains open (this is better if you actually
think that no one can see you, that way you have the risk but not
actually be embarrassed by your neighbors, if you have nosey neighbors
it might not be a good Idea, it's up to you) Second, you can find a semipublic location that you can have sex in, ( in a park in safe area, on the
beach hidden from view, on a balcony, in a restroom with very low
traffic, in dressing room, but make sure ahead of time that they don’t
use hidden cameras in the store or you will end up on film and maybe
on the internet….) Be creative and use your imagination, one girl said
her fantasy was to have a guy go down on her in a Ferris wheel at the
amusment park, elevators can also be good, if you want to risk it…. Or
in your office at work but not if it will put you job at risk!

Question #6 - Describe your favorite sexual technique, that when done
to you absolutely drives you wild in bed? In this question the answer
will be up to your woman , so ask her this question….. Most women
responded with oral sex, with there partners fingering them as the same
time…….
Question #7 - Describe your favorite sexual technique, that when done
to you absolutely drives you wild in bed when applied to:
Applied to Receiving Oral Sex: Once again you need to ask her this
question. But most women wanted the man to go slow and take his time
and really get into it and to finger them as well at the same time…
Applied to Intercourse: Also ask her. But it seems that they want
variety, start ver slow and gentle at first then slowy over 10-15 minutes
gradually build up to more forceful and faster thrusts, and some of the
women even wanted it hard at the end………..

Question #8 - What is your favorite sexual position? Again and Again
ask her…. But the most common are Doggy Style and on her back with
her legs on your shoulders………

Question #9 - Do you enjoy Anal Sex?
On this one there really does not seem to be a middle ground, women
either absolutely love it absolutely hate it!!! And they make it very
clear…

Question #10 -Have you ever had Anal Intercourse?
It's funny many of the women that hate anal sex actually never tried it,
so I guess that we can see that their opinion must have been formed by
either their preconceived notions and by how society views anal sex
(which by the way seems to be changing) and also from what they have
heard from there friends have told them about their negative
experiences with a uneducated lover.
The women that did not like it that had tried anal sex expressed that it
hurt or that their lover rushed and did not take enough time……
Question #11 - What Anal Sex Activities do you enjoy? (fingering,
intercourse, oral, etc....) Most of the women that had not tried it or hate
it said none… But some that did not like anal intercourse, did like anal
fingering and licking (your women mush be extremely clean before you
try anal licking, or health problems could result, also never insert
anything that has been inside your partners anus or rectum into her
vagina or a serious infection could result).
Question #12 - What do you enjoy or dislike about Anal Sex? (Describe
in detail) The women that hate it said it hurt's, some that had not tried
it even said it hurts as well ( how would they know?, the truth is that it
can be very painful, and you can injure a women, you use don't use the
proper techniques and plenty of lubricant) So if you can give these type
of women a very pleasurable experience they might change their
minds…

The other main theme was that it was dirty and gross… For those
women it will be much harder for them to change, because there block
is not a fear of pain, but a mental block and you must get them to view
anal sex in a more positive light.

Question #13 - What advice would you give men that want to try anal
intercourse with their partners? The advice here was very good.
1. Use plenty of lubricant (use a non-oil based, like Astroglide or Wet)
2. be very gentle, go slowly, stop when she says stop.
3. Start by anal fingering. Start with one finger them slowly work to 2.
4.Then after she is enjoying the fingering then slowly enter her. (Use the
tease and please technique from the "Penis of Steel manual"
5.Thrust very slowly and gently at first! After she is enjoying in and you
feel her anus is a little looser and relaxed you can gradually build up
speed but apply more lubricant first.
Also the spoons position for a first time experience, make entry much
eaiser and should reduce the chance of pain.
REMEMBER:
It should not ever hurt, if it hurts you are doing it WRONG! IF it hurts
her stop…. And start slower another time……
Question #14 - Describe your favorite sexual technique, that when done
to you absolutely drives you wild in bed as applied to Anal Sex?
Of the women that enjoyed anal sex, the biggest theme was being
fingered in their vagina or having their clit stimulated either by hand ir
a vibrator during anal sex. The other was riding on top the man during
anal sex (which give the woman control over the speed and depth of the
thrusting). But as always ask your partner what she likes…
Question #15 - Have you ever had a G-Spot Orgasm? If so, please
describe in detail the experience and how it differs from your normal
orgasms? Many women did not know what or where there G-spot was.
Others did and had them regularly. ( The G-spot is located, about 2-3
inches inside the woman vagina on the top wall if she is laying on her
back. It's about the size of dime or a nickel and will swell when she is
very excited.)

Question #16 - Have you ever experienced Female Ejaculation? If so
describe the experience and how you are able to have them?
Very few women out of the 100+ we sampled did, but some did on
occasion but had very little clue what caused it, other did now and still a
couple of them had them fairly regularly…. For most of them that did it
involved G-Spot Stimulation of some sort…..

Question #17 - Please tell us your most desired sexual fantasy? Please
describe in detail?
This is a highly unique question and I want say that for many women
fantasys are just fantasys and they don't want to live out and for others
it is something that they really would like experince. For example many
women (not too many in this survey though) fantasize about being
raped, but in truth they really don't want to be raped! But this fantasy
lets them escape from all of the responsibility that comes from sex, such
as the beliefs, "If I sleep with a man too soon or more than one man I
am a slut" or " I have to be in love to have sex" or "Sex outside of
marriage is immoral", so in her fantasy she can experience all of these
things without judgement or guilt, because after all it was beyond her
control she did not do it she was raped! Also most of the times women
that have these rape fantasies, are raped in there fantasies by good
looking men that they would naturally be turned on by in the first place,
or by a faceless stranger with a good body, neither of which is reality…
I want to emphases that WOMEN DO NOT WANT TO BE RAPED!!!!!
And that you should never force a women do anything that she does not
want to do….. If you want play out a rape fantasy with a women you
should talk about it with her first……..
Another fantasy many women have is to have sex with several men at
the same time…. I don't recommend actually doing it as it can destroy a
relationship, as very few people can share there partners with out it
causing jealousy, anger, resentment, etc… The one exception is when
one of the partners is bi-sexual but then it still may cause the feeings
above if you can't handle the experience…
Which brings me to another common fantasy, where a women wants to
be with another women or a threesome between her man and another
women. While this may just be a fantasy that could just remain that

way, I don't encourage you to push a woman to be with another woman
with or with out you, unless you are prepared for this to become a
regular part if your life even of sharing your woman with other women,
and also having her has sex with the other woman (and maybe with that
other girls man without your knowledge) Sometimes it's harder to close
a door than to open it….
I you do want to have threesome, and your women does not, don't push
that either as, most women don't like to share their man, the one
exception is if the women is bi-sexual, and the be prepared to deal with
the above and discuss all aspects and possibility of outcomes with your
partner first……
So in closing on this question, I would like to say some fantasies are
meant to stay fantasies. Others such as sex on the beach or a beautiful
experience that she desires with you , such as a romantic trip or sex with
you in an exotic place, by all means make them happen and give her,
her fantasy and she will love you for it……..
In closing
It is our hope that you have gain some insight in what women want in
bed from reading this document. And we would like to hear what you
have to say, you can e-mail us with your comment and testimonials to
results@greatlovers.com
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